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ABSTRACT
TRANSIENT RESPONSE IN HARBORS
by
JACQUES F. RISSER
Submitted to the Department of Civil Engineering on
June 10, 1976 in partial fulfillment
of the requirements for the degree of
Master of Science in Civil Engineering.
A harbor is designed to provide shelter for sea
vessels. In general very little energy is transmitted from
the sea into the harbor, but long incident waves, in the
vicinity of the gravest resonant modes of the different
basins, have been a frequent source of large amplitude
oscillations.
The transient response to an incident wave packet is
analyzed in this thesis. The response is considered as a
Fourier integral of simple responses to monochromatic
incident waves.
A simple simulation of oscillating masses, is first
presented. At resonance, we study the energy exchange,
which depends on the nature of the coupling.
The problem of two coupled basins is analyzed analy-
tically and numerically. Since the incident wave packet is
rather flat, we can approximate the integral form of the
response by using the method of steepest descent and the
Laplace's method of approximation. The numerical integration
is based on the Simpson's Rule. We present some results at
resonance and try to understand how energy is exchanged
between the two basins and with the ocean, and how it is
trapped and distributed within the basins.
Thesis Supervisor: Chiang C. Mei
Title: Professor of Civil Engineering
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Chapter 1
1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Description of the problem and review of literature.
A laterally confined fluid with a free surface exhibits
large oscillations when it is forced to oscillate near any
one of the "natural frequencies" which depend on the geometry
of the enclosure. Within the realm of the small amplitude
motion of a perfect fluid, the response at a natural frequency
is theoretically infinite. In reality, however, frictional
dissipation and non linear effects limit the amplification
to finite value.
When the confined fluid system is allowed to communicate
with another system or a much larger system through an
aperture, the forced oscillations can also attain large
amplitude near a specific frequency. The amplification
however, is not infinite even if the effect of viscous
dissipation and non linearity are ignored. The energy of the
resonant basin is now capable of leaking out and spreading
into the other system which can be the ocean; the amount of
leakage or more generally of exchanged energy is a function
of the aperture dimensions and the wavelength. Damping of
wave energy due to such leakage is called "the radiation
damping". It should be noted, however, that aside from the
radiation damping, friction and wave breaking are also
responsible for a bounded response within the basin.
Among the different transient responses, the resonant
phenomenon described above and the process of energy exchange
and energy distribution will constitute the topic of this
investigation. Specifically we are concerned with the
transient response of harbors when they are agitated by a
prescribed incident wave from the open sea.
A harbor is either a man-made or a natural basin that
provides shelter for sea vessels and associated passenger
and cargo operations. Communication of a port with the open
sea, or communications between its different basins can be
maintained in a variety of ways. Breakwater openings,
channels are the typical examples of the by-pass systems that
provide the transmission of the incident wave energy from
the open sea into the different basins.
In general very little energy is transmitted and the
harbor is not much excited but long incident waves have been
a frequent source of large amplitude oscillations in harbors;
tsunamis wavelengths are often in the vicinity of the
gravest resonant modes of the different basins. Oscillations
of large amplitude and oscillations of smaller amplitudes
but of cyclic appearances and longer damping time limit the
usefulness of a harbor in a great number of ways. Typically,
as a result of sufficiently strong currents, navigational
difficulties are encountered near the harbor entrance. The
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large amplitude motion of the moored ships can cause damage
to the ships themselves and to nearby structures. The
breaking of the mooring lines of a ship is often followed by
collision with the other ships that are in close proximity.
Lengthy delays and subsequent increase in the operational
costs finally reduce the use of a harbor to a minimum (Wilson
1957). Cyclic excitation of smaller amplitudes can have the
same effects on small vessels.
The engineering aspects of the problem are then
(a) to understand the different phenomena, their relations
and their evolution in time and (b) to design protective
measures accordingly so as to minimize costly delays and
optimize the usefulness of the harbor.
The oscillations in a harbor have been studied by
many investigators. The first significant theoretical paper
on this subject is due to Miles and Munk (1961) who studied
the response of a rectangular harbor communicating with the
ocean through the gap of a thin breakwater. It is in this
work that the radiation damping to the ocean was properly
accounted for. One important result is that for monochro-
matic waves and a narrow harbor, the resonant response of the
harbor increases with increasing width of the harbor mouth.
This was termed the "harbor paradox" by the authors.
Ippen and Goda (1963) also studied rectangular harbors
with thin breakwaters. The position of the breakwater is
allowed to vary and the analysis is not restricted to narrow
13
harbors. In particular, the harbor paradox for monochromatic
waves is again found. They performed experiments which
essentially support the calculated results.
Ippen and Raichlen (1962) and Raichlen and Ippen (1965)
investigated theoretically and experimentally the coupling
of a rectangular basin to a larger rectangular basin. The
primary objective of their study was to simulate the open
sea in the laboratory. Along the boundary of the larger
basins opposite to the partition, a wavemaker was installed
to produce the incident waves. Among the results obtained,
the forced response in the smaller basins revealed closely
spaced peaks that should be absent when the ocean is truly
infinite. Partly due to complicated theoretical expressions
and partly because of the limited objectives, this fascin-
ating phenomenon was not explored in depth except through
numerical instances.
Numerical solution of the harbour problem for a basin
of arbitrary shape was achieved almost simultaneously by
Lee (1971) and by Hwang and Tuck (1970). Lee also performed
careful and extensive experiments in deep water which gave
excellent confirmation to the linearized theory. For variable
but shallow depth, a versatile hybrid finite element method
has recently been devised by Chen and Mei for harbors with
arbitrary basin form and quite general coastlineor breakwater
configuration.
The effect of a finite entry channel was explored by
14
Carrier et al (1971). A major finding is that, with
increasing values of the entry channel, the resonant response
increases.
In his work on bottomless harbors, Garett (1970)
pointed out the proper interpretation of the harbor paradox
and gave analytical proof that the response of a harbor to a
random wave train with a smooth spectrum does not increase
but stays constant except at the Helmholtz mode in which case
the increase in the response is at a much slower rate than
for monochromaticwave train. Actually, this result was
also apparent in the work of Ippen and Goda (1963).
Lee and Raichlen (1971, 1972) reported a partially
numerical and experimental study on two coupled circular
basins open to the sea.
Recently Unluata and Mei (1973) and Mei and Unliata
(1976) reported an analytical study on long wave excitation
in harbors, and on resonant scattering by a harbor with two
coupled basins. The effect of a monochromatic incoming wave
is thoroughly presented in an analytical approach in this
last paper.
Most of the studies done consider response of a
harbor to monochromatic waves from the sea. Carrier and
Shaw (1969) have considered different types of incident wave
and given the transient behaviour of harbors composed of one
basin.
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1.2 Response of Narrow mouthed harbors with one basin to
tsunamis.
A Review by Carrier and Shaw (1969) (1).
The response of a narrow mouthed harbor of general
shape in a straight coast to a transient incident wave with
the bulk of its energy spectrum at long periods (in the range
of 3-60 minutes) e.g., a tsunami, has been found as a Fourier
synthesis of a corresponding time harmonic solution. The
harbor basin is connected to the open sea by a narrow straight
channel of arbitrary length (which may be zero) and a uniform
depth is assumed for the basin, the channel and the sea.
1.2.1 Formulation.
It is assumed that the response of a narrow mouth
harbor in a straight coastline to incident periodic plane
waves, is known, using small amplitude, linear, constant
depth, shallow water wave theory. The transient problem,
where an incident aperiodic wave, e.g., a tsunami, is the
driving mechanism, is solved. The transient solution may be
obtained by a Fourier synthesis of the time harmonic problem.
The analysis considers, in particular, the effect of an
entrance channel.
The normal modes cpm(r) and natural frequency wm of
the closed basin must be known to use this method. Then
the steady state solution for the harbor response at a
16
location r within the harbor to a unit amplitude wave of
frequency w is given by
-4nr ka H l)(ka) a(r, k)
([4kac7(rOk)H l)(ka) +
+ [2H l)(ka) - 2kna(r0,
nH, (ka)] sin (kW)
k)H l)/ka) ] cos (kW)}
where k = w/c is the wave number, W is the entrance
channel length, c = Jrgf is the wave speed in the harbor
(assuming that the constant depth h is shallow compared
to the wave lengths involved in the problem), 2a is the
entrance width, rO0 is the midpoint of the entrance, and
c(,k) is a function containing information about the normal
modes and natural frequencies of the closed harbor viz.;
pm(r)
mOk) j2
M= 0 pm
cPm(rO) 1
d Area k2 - k2m
(km = Wm/c is the corresponding natural wave number).
For a monochromatic incident wave of amplitude F(W) ,
the response in the harbor is simply F(w) . cp(r,w) and for
a spectrum of incident waves, the response is
i1 1 1(rt) = Re( J
-00
F(w)cp111(r,w)e iWtdw)(3)
( 1) CPIII (, o- )) =
(2)
which can be considered an inverse Fourier transform. If
PIII were taken as unity (no shoreline or harbor), equation
(3) would define the form of the incident transient wave at
the origin, i.e., the location of the shoreline, as
(4) f(t) = 1linc(Ot) = Ret J{ F(w)e-it dw}
-00
implying that
1 r+ +iwvt
(5) F() = f(t)e dt
The harbor response function cp1 1 , is usually known only
for relatively long wavelengths compared to a ; therefore,
the range over which cp11  is expected to represent the
harbor response accurately is limited to |kal << T .
Fortunately, most tsunamis, the driving forces of interest,
contain the greatest portion of their energy at frequencies
well within this range for most harbors, i.e. for most
physically applicable values of a and h . Since F(W)
will be real and symmetric for the input functions to be
used, equation (3) may be expressed in terms of real values;
(6) tf0(F,t) = 2F(w)(Re[cpiii] cos wt + Im[Icp 1 ] sin wt)do
0
where F(w) is found from the incident wave rinc (r,t) as
18
F(w) = 1/r
1.2.2 Incident wave
Two different types are considered:
(a) a single crest with the bulk of its transform at
long periods,
(8 )
e.g., at the origin (coastline)
7inc (0, t) = A sech bt
From equation (7 )
F(w) = A/2b sech (Trw/2b)
(b) an exponentially decaying sinusoidal wave
= Ae IqI cos oO
which gives
F(.) = 1q l2TT q2 + (wo~ - 2 +2 + (+)
In both cases, A is taken as 1.0 in the calculations and
both functions decay rather quickly (e~ 1 per period for
the latter).
in(0.t) cos ot dt
f orms.
(9)
(10)
(11)
(7)
1.2.3 Basin geometry.
The geometry chosen for the basin is rectangular with
dimension b by I and with an entrance channel of length
W and half width a located perpendicular to one of the
sides of length b . The coordinates of the midpoint of the
basin entrance are (O,yO) in a coordinate system located
at a corner of the basin as shown in figure 1.1.
The normal modes are
(12) ep (r) = cos(mrrx) cos (nTny)
£ b
and the natural wave numbers are
k = (2 ((m)2 + (n)2))1/2
with a(r,k) defined as a summation over all positive integer
values of m and n . In practice, however this summation
must be terminated at a relatively small number of modes
because the theory on which equation (1) was developed is
valid only for small values of ka ; i.e. the wave input
must be such that the higher modes do not contribute appre-
ciably to the harbor response.
1.2.4 Numerical results.
All calculations have been made for the field point
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r0. Of particular interest is the reduction of radiation
losses from the basin into the open ocean by the increase of
the channel length W , thereby increasing the amplification
factor and reducing the resonance frequency.
In most cases there is an oscillatory behavior in the
harbor after the incident wave has died out. The dominant
period of this response appears to be related to those periods
at which the harmonic response was maximum but matches the
incident period for very long period waves.
An example is shown in Figure 1.2.
The effects are more pronounced for the case of a
non zero length channel, than a zero length channel, as
would be expected from the decreased loss of energy due to
radiation from the harbor entrance.
1.2.5 Conclusion.
The transient response of harbors to long, aperiodic
incident waves can be found based on the Fourier synthesis
of solutions obtained for time-harmonic incident waves by a
relatively simple, approximate procedure. For the two types
of incident waves considered, a single crest and a decaying
sinusoidal wave, the response of the harbor basin as
calculated at one representative point was an initial ampli-
fication followed by a decaying oscillatory response which
appears to consist of a dominant harmonic response with
FIGURE 1.1
Rectangular Harbor Geometry.
b
ly
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FIGURE 1.2
Transient Response to Damped Sinusoidal Wave.
Carrier and Shaw (1969)
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additional higher frequency terms.
Two particular observations can be made from these
calculations. First an increased entrance channel length
acts to decrease the amount of energy lost per "cycle" and
therefore to decrease the rate at which the harbor oscil-
lations decay, to decrease the dominant frequency of this
oscillatory response, and to magnify the basic harbor response,
i.e., increase the maximum amplification. These conclusions
would naturally be modified if frictional effects were
included in the entrance channel.
Although the foregoing analysis is based on an
approximate theory, it seems advantageous to perform the
relatively simple calculations to determine that range of
incident frequencies at which the harbor response is predicted
to be most severe and those frequencies at which the harbor
is expected to oscillate after the incident wave has passed.
1.3 The scope and objectives of this investigation.
Our purpose is to find analytically and numerically
the response of two coupled rectangular basins to a given
transient incident wave from the ocean.
In a first step we will consider the case where the
incident wave is monochromatic and obtain the resonant
conditions. This uncovers most of the eigenvalue spectrum
and the effects of radiation damping, and facilitates the
analysis and the understanding of the transient problem.
In this part we will mainly refer to the study of Mei and
UfnlUata (1976) on the resonant scattering by a harbor with
two coupled basins.
In a second step we will consider a simple simulation
of the problem. In an analytical approach, we study the
evolution in time of a system composed of springs, masses
and a piston. This step shows us what are the important
features which are to be expected in the study of two coupled
oscillators. It defines the frame in which the third step is
performed.
In the third step we will present the analytical
solution for two coupled basins excited by an incident wave
from the ocean. The transient response is analysed as a
Fourier Synthesis of simple responses to monochromatic
incident waves.
Finally we will give a numerical solution to this
problem of transient responses in harbors. To perform this
step, we use also the integral form of the response considered
as a Fourier transform.
As said earlier a harbor is designed to shelter a
vessel and thus the response to an incident wave is in general
to be expected small. From the point of view of our inves-
tigation this case which is the most common is the least
interesting. We will rather try to consider transient
response in the more exceptional case of resonance and try
to understand how energy is exchanged between the two basins
and with the ocean, and how it is trapped and distributed
within the basins.
Chapter 2
2. RESONANT SCATTERING BY A HARBOR WITH TWO COUPLED BASINS.
In this chapter we will just give some important
results of the paper by Mei and UnlUfata (1976) (12).
2.1 Introduction.
Most of the studies on harbor oscillations have been
thoroughly studied only for a harbor with one basin. Recently,
by an experimental and numerical approach a harbor with two
circular coupled basins has been studied. Two interesting
results have been revealed: one is that the resonant peaks
on the plot of amplification factor vs. wave number are
doubled in density and appear in pairs, the second is that
the inner basin can be less protected than the outer.
We will present some important analytical results on
the response of two coupled rectangularbasins, due to an
incident monochromatic wave. The depth will be assumed
constant, the breakwaters will have a zero thickness, and
the widths of the junctions will be very small compared to
the size of the basins. The incident wave will be normal
to the straight coastline.
The geometry of the problem is presented in Figure 2.1.
Figure 2.1
Definition Sketch and Coordinate Systems.
X
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2.2 Approximate solution for small ka
If the motion is simple harmonic in time the free
surface displacement can be written:
n(x,y,t) = Re[Q(x,y)e3 j]
and Q is governed by the Helmoltz equation
(2.1) (v2 + k2)C = 0
where w = /gH k in shallow water.
The solution in the ocean is a superposition of an
incident, a reflected and a radiated wave.
(2.2) CO = 2Acos kx - jQO(j/2 H 2)(kr))
where r is the distance from the field point r to the
junction J and H 2) is the Hankel function of the second
kind. Q is the unknown discharge at the harbor mouth.
According to the reference frame defined in figure
2.1, one can express the solution for each basin in a
universal form.
(2.3) Basin B CB -j(Q1 G1 + Q2 G2 )
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(2.4) Basin B QB = j Q'G1CB g 1 
The discharges Q1 , Q and Q are to be found.
The Green's function for a unit source on the boundary
is quoted here:
00
(25) aX ( a .9al, -X~c)ny)nYL
n (x )
n=O
a = 1,2
c cosK (x - t)
n n a
KnhsinKni
Yn (yL ) = cos(nr ya/b)
K
n
= [k 2 (nr/b)2 1/2
en is the Jacobi symbol and T is the center of
the junction a . For the basin B' , Gt is defined
similarly, in particular K' = [k2 - (nn/b')2 1/2
nI
To determine the unknown fluxes Q0 ' 1 2 '
at the junctions, one can use a method of matched asymptotic
approximation.
To match the solutions one needs to know the expansions
in the vicinity of the junctions of the different far field
solution given earlier. We will just mention here that these
30
with
(2.5b)
(2.5c)
(2.5d)
where
expansions can be written as the sum of a logarithmic term
and a regular term F . For more details and understanding
we ask the reader to refer to the original paper of Mei and
Onl'data. We give here:
(2.6)
We need also to know how the intensity of the Green's
function G is felt at the junction J' and similarly G2
at the entrance J .
(2.7) G1 2  Gl(kL,b- ) 1)
= G2 (Aqb -f ) 2) = G2 1
0 n n 1 (b -W)
n = n 
s(dL f Yn K 2
n=O K nb sin K nL
In terms of these, the result of the matching process is
(2.8 a) -j'Q0 = = -2A[/2+F - - G 2/W
G
(2.8b) ji Q2 =-
where
W s F11 + F2 2 1
F = cot kA + 2 (cot Kn Z + Y )2 (V
a,a kb Knh n7r n Or
(2.9)
I = ln[4b (yka sinr )~ ]
b
I' = ln[bb' (r a sin (7rW/b')sin(Tr /b))~)
V 2T
Instead of the local responses as represented by the
preceeding equations, it is convenient to refer to the
normalized mean-square response for each basin
2 E - 2 E1,2 + E
2aCY . 1Ql1 2('G12)2g 2 w
2 1(Knb sin Kn
+ sin 2Kn 0
n0 Y 1 n(b- 2  n Kn
n= (fl)nKL 2~ (cos Kn A + 
.
n= (Knb s in Kn2K
2.3 Resonant wave number spectrum of the harbor with coupled
basins.
Although k is always real, the poles in the complex
k-plane of the scattered wave amplitude i.e. of the discharges
through the harbor junctions, correspond to the resonant
32
(2.10)
and
(2.11)
(2.12a)
(2.12b)
where
(2.13a)
(2.13b)
E =
n=0
E1 ,2
peaks of the forced oscillations in the basins.
From equation (2.8 a,b) it is evident that the roots
of the complex equation
(2.14) 2j/2 + F 1 - I - G 2W= 0
correspond to these poles. Let a typical root be denoted by
(2.15) k = k + j
For narrow J one expects
(2.16) k << 1
so that (2.14) can be expanded in the form
(2.17) J/2 + [F 1  I - G 21 + jk[d(F - I - G12 /W) ] = 0
where [ ]~ indicates that the quantity in the bracket is
k
to be evaluated at k = k . Equating the real and imaginary
parts to zero separately we have
F -I - G 2(2.18)
(2.19)
k = k
k/k= -[kW (F 1 1 -I- G 12 W)
33
In the case of two equal basins one can solve these
equations in the following way.
Non Helmoltz Modes n or m / 0
For narrow junctions the resonant peaks must be close
to the natural modes of the close d constituent basins /
knm . Writing k = knm + A where A << knm , one can
approximate
(2. 20a)
(2.18) and solve for
A+ = [c/I(P + 1/2 + (p2+1/4)1/2n
where
(2.20b) 0= I/I' .
The separation of the pair of modes is given by
k m - knm = 2c[(1/I')2 + (1/2 2 
1 /2
so that as either junction widens the separation increases.
Helmoltz Modes n = m = 0 .
Applying the same method as for the non Helmoltz modes
one can show that the resonant wave number is the solution of
the transcendental equation
(2.21) (k0_+)2 ~ [ + 1/2 + ($2 + 1/4)1/2
2.4 Forced resonant response in coupled basins.
We will simply mention that it is useful to define the
Q (quality) factor such that
k/k = 1/2Q
By using Eq. (2.19) and straight forward differentiation one
finds for Q
Q = k2[bj '2$ + b'2' , - 1/ .
One can also show that for non Helmoltz modes the
ordering of the resonant peaks is
~%. 2 ~1 2 ~ 2 ~ 2(aB- B - (B )+ > B'+
From the computations related to this result one can see
that either by narrowing J' or by widening J (see Figure
2.1), P decreases so that for the lower mode the ratio
of inner/outer basin peak responses increases and the inner
basin becomes less protected. This may be regarded as an
extension of the harbor paradox of the one basin case. On
the other hand, widening J' or narrowing J has the effect
of equalizing the peak responses in both basins, a reasonable
result in view of the stronger coupling between the basins.
For the Helmoltz modes, one can show that the two
basins are out of phase for the higher mode k00 , and in
phase for the lower mode ko
In Figure 2.2 we present the results obtained in the
case of two coupled square basins of equal size.
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4.o-,j 6.o-
4--o-2.o-
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Figure 2.2. Root mean square responses of two square and
identical basins as functions of kb , 2al/b = 310-2
a t= as2 '
Outer basin ( ),Inner basin(--).
Chapter 3
3. SIMPLE SIMULATION OF THE TRANSIENT PROBLEM.
Before going into the more complex problem of the
transient response of a harbor with two coupled basins we
first consider a simple simulation which was introduced in
the case of one basin by Carrier (2).
We associate with each oscillator a mass Mi and a
spring of stiffness K. , thus the natural frequency of the
ith oscillator, w. , is given by the relation
2
Ni = K i/m .
The masses are weakly coupled by a spring whose stiffness is
K3 Only one of the masses m is directly attacked by
incident waves.
The system is presented in Figure (3.1).
3.1 Harmonic case.
First we will consider a simple harmonic incident
wave r, , "R being the reflected wave so that the total
wave r can be written.
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Figure 3.1
Oscillating System
Definition Sketch.
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0
(3.2) + R = ej (wt +kx) + Rej(wt- kx)
= (eiRX + Re jx)eiwt
In all this presentation we will use j = f-l .
Let x and x2 be the respective displacement of
the mass m1 and m2 from their position at rest. Newton's
law for each body is =ma where 7 is the toal force
acting on the body and a is the acceleration of the body.
The forces acting on mass m are due to the spring
K ,the spring K, and the pressure p resulting from the
total wave. Thus for the mass m we can write:
2
(3.2) F = K x - K3 (x1 ~ 2 ) - pbh = ml ddt
and in the same way Newton's law written for mass m2 becomes
d2
(3.3) F 2 =Kx + K3(x ~ x2) m2  2
dt
Now we define the following variables, stiffnesses,
natural frequencies and coupling coefficient.
(3.4 a,b) x = x m /2 x2 1/211 + ; = 2 2
(3.5 a.,b) 1 = K + K;K = KI + K
4o
(3.6 a,b)
(3.6 c)
w = K /m; 2 = K2 /M2
u= K3 /(mimX)1/
2
After substitution of x and x2 in function of x and
y , the set of equations (3.2) and (3.3) becomes
(3 7) d x + x - y = - 1/2
dt mi
(3.8) +2 x - p2x= 0
dt
As suggested earlier in the definition of the incident wave
we consider an inviscid potential flow in shallow water and
small amplitude approximation. In this case the x-momentum
equation can be written:
)U )r 1 Pd,
= 9 - a(3.9) -3  X1
We also know that the velocity L= Vep and ra = aei(kx+ot)
substituting these expressions of U and r) in (3.9) we
find
(3.10) CP,(xijt) = -jgakej 
+wt
From equation (3.10) we deduce that cp is of the form
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(3.11) C= b e +Wt
where k = w/(gh)l/2 = w/c is the dispersion relation. If
we assume that the maximum velocity V0  of the incident
wave is given, then ey becomes:
VO j (wt + kx)
cp1 = j - e
The right-going wave potential is
(3.13) 'PR = R(j -)e
The total potential can be written:
(3.14) CP = (j -- ) (e + Re )eewt
k
The particle velocity at x = 0 is v = x =0l 1
(3.15) v = -V 0 (l- R)ejwt
and from (3.9) we deduce the expression of the dynamic pressure
at x1 = 0
(3.12)
= 
-JPW Ix 1 =0
SPV0 c(l +R)eWt
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(3.16) x 
=0
We remark that the radiated wave due to the induced motion
of m and the reflected wave are both contained in R
When looking for solutions of the form
x = Ae wt
jwty = Be
The set of equations (3.7) and (3.8), where we have substituted
the value of the pressure p , becomes:
2 2 2 Vcbh
(3.17) A(w 1 -o ) - i B = -p 1/2 (1+R)
1
(3.18) -Ap + B(2 2
dx1
However the particle velocity, v must be equal to - at
x = 0 , that is:
(3.19) -VO (l- R) = j
m1/
thus
(3.20) R = 1 + J w1/2 A
If we substitute this value of R in equation (3.17), the
set of equations (3.17) and (3.18) becomes:
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2 2 2 bh w1(3.21) A(w- ) _ 9 B = -pV0 c mT1 2 (2+j *1/2 A)
m Vm
- A + B(w 
- W2 ) = 0(3.22)
We can solve the above equations to find
(3.23 a)
(3.23 b)
(2 _W2
bh 
2
A-2pV0 e 1/2m P()
B = 42 A
m2 ~ W
21 2 2 2 4
bh2 = pC-
Similar to the problem discussed in the previous
chapter, the resonant frequencies are the real parts of the
complex roots of the polynomial P(w) for which A becomes
infinite. Actually the amplitude of the motion of both
masses m and m2 stays finite; this is due to the damping
rates given by the imaginary parts of the roots of P(w)
P(w) can be written:
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where
(3.24)
and
(3.25)
(3.26) P(W) = W- (W +)2)w - p + W 22 + 2JPW(wW 2
Now let us notice that for small S , the damping rate is very
small. More specifically O/w1  and $/w2 must be small,
since
Spcbh pbhX1
m 1W1  m1
represents the ratio of the mass of the fluid, within a wave
length X, = (2/w)c , pushed by the piston to the mass
m , .the damping rate is just a ratio of inertias. Later
we will also consider that p is small. Hence, we can solve
the equation P(w) = 0 using a perturbation method where
the small parameter is . We do not have to use o since
we know that the resonant frequencies are close to the natural
frequencies w1  and w2 . Let us write:
(3.27) w = a + $b' + 0($2 )
Further we need to know the different power of w
(3.28) w2 = a2 + 2ab's + b 2 2
(3.29) W3 = a3 + 3a 2b'5 + 3ab' 2 $2 + $3,
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(3.30) w = a + 4a 3b's + 6a2b'2 2 + 4ab' 3 53 + b' 4 .
We can substitute these different values in P(w) and write
at the order 5 , P(w) :
(3.31) 4 ,2 2 2 4 22P(w) = a - (ow + 2 )a - p-) + o 1 W2
+ $[2ab'(2a2_ 2 2 ) 2jw - a2) + 0(02)
By equating to zero the constant order term and the term of
order 5 , we obtain two equations in two unknowns a and
(3.32) 0(1) term
(3.33) 0( ) term
Equation
4 2 2 4 2 2
a - (o +2) - 2= 0
2 2 2 22ab (2a2 (W 2+ W2) + 2ja(w2 a ) a2 0
(3.32) has 4 roots which are the positive and
negative square roots of a :
(334) a 1 (2 + 2 - ( - 2 ) +4p )l/2
to which are associated:
(2 _a2)
(w2 - a ) -(3.35) bg = -j 2r5 2 2±
2a + ~(*l +*2)
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(W - a )S2jb
+ - 2)2 +4p ) -
P(w) can be written finally:
(3.36) P(w) =
By substituting equations
x 1and x2 , we find:of
(3.23 a, b ) in the expressions
(3. 37 a)
(3.37b)
V cbh w2_ 2
x = 2 Om
V cbh
2= -2 m1m2
K
e jwt
ejwt
We can also define for each oscillator an amplification
factor in the following way:
dx.
R = 
-- / V0dt
that is:
2
(3.39a) R= 4j, W(W e jwt
P(W)
R 4j 22 2
P jwt
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(3.39b)
The denominator
(w - a+ - jo fb+)(w + a+ - j pb+) (w - a_ - j ob_ )(w + a_ - j ob
3.2 Transient case.
Knowing the response to a simple monochromatic
incident wave, we can find the response of the system to an
incident wave defined by v = Vf (t) . Let the Fourier
transform of v be v = V0 F(w) , since all the differential
equations in x1  and x2 are linear, by using the principle
of superposition, we can write:
+0 o2 _ 222
(3.40a) x1 = 1 4 (O 2 F(w)ejWtdw
-o P(w)
+o m 1/2
(3.40b) x2  101 etdw
and in a similar way the expression of R and R2 are
dx +00 W(W2 -W2 )
1~~ 2V1 4o2 jtd
(3.41a) R dx/VO (2 F()ej
dt 2i -o P y F et
dx2 1K 2 ml 1/2F ( .w
(3.41b) R2  d 2 /VO = +0 -4j 2 up-/--W- e" dw
dt- 2 
As an example, we consider now, the case where the
incident wave, at x = 0 , has the particle velocity
vi = -VO e J exp(-Xt ) . The Fourier transform of v is:
(3.42) vi =vO.)1/2exp[ ( - )
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and R2
(3.43a) R1
(3.43b) R 2
=-2j 12
(TTX)
2x -.+00 ( ) 
J -00 P(W) x L-
= 2j ( 1/2 ' 7)(nk ) 2
e dw
J -f P(,)cxp - % ed d .
To evaluate these two integrals we can use a classical
method which consists of partial fractions, and consider
then the integrals as sums of simpler integrals.
fraction in the expression of
(3.44)
Thus the
becomes:
W( 2 2)
P(W)
A A2 + A3 + A4
(w - a+ - jsb+)
one can easily
(w+ a+ - job+) (w-a - job_) (w+ a_ - j b_)
compute the residues A :
(a++ jpb+)(( a++ jsb+ 2 -w2
(3.)45a) A1 -2a+((a++jp(b+-b_)) -a_)
(3.45b) A 2
(3.45c) A 3
(3.4.5d) A4
(-a+ + j b+)((-a+ + j b+) 22 2
-2a+( (-a+ + jp(b+- b_))2 -a_2)
(a - jsb_)((a+ jb )2  2
2a((a_+ jp(b _ -b+)) 2  -a
(-a_ + j pb_ )( (-a_ + j Ob_ ) -2
-2a_ ((-a_ + j 0(b+ ~ b-)) 2a+)
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and R 1 become:
The integral
(3.46)
R can be written as the
R1 = 3-
sum
2j 61/2 R( rTX) i
where
+00 A.
(3.47) R 1
-- i
Now we introduce
parameters:
9+ = w/a+ ;
the following dimension less variables and
b a
a+t
, +
=
- +
R 1becomes:
(3.49)
R 2ja +a+
(1 N+ )1 2b+
+C0 A
-00 
- j+
S A2
+ a+ +
) /4N+)d t+
- ja_a_
(rN_ )l/2b_
+00 
A3
-00 -ja - 1
- a_ )2 /4N_)d _ .
= 1i + I2
e dw .
- (S+ 
- G+
A4
+ _-ja
(3.50)
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-a+
exp (j 'a+ T +
exp (j t_ T_-( _
exp 
- 1
To evaluate both integrals in equation (3.49) we can
use Cauchy's integral theorem. We make the change of
variable C+ + ~ y+ - 2jN+T+ , and move the path of
integration to the real axis, in the (+-plane, except that,
when necessary, we indent the path to pass below the poles
C+ = -j(2N+T+ -+) - (a+ + 1)
The first integral can be written as:
(3.51)
I -2j exp (ja+T+ -N+ ) exp(C /4N+)
(N+) 1b+-
A
C+ (ay+-1) + j (2N+ -+ ~ a+)
A2
2
++ (a++1)+~ j(2N+ + ~-)
One can write I2 in a similar form, where C+ is replaced
= - a_ - 2jN_ 
_ , and + 'T+ , a,, a+ , N+
respectively by a , T , a , a , N ,and, A1 and A2
respectively by A3 and A4 .
Following Carrier in the case of one oscillator, we
limit our selves to time t such that 12NTI is much bigger
than a . In this case the residue will be important.
Resonant cases where w = a+ or Wo = a_ .
One of the most interesting cases is the case where
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a = 1 , which is equivalent to saying a+ = Wo ; the
frequency of the incident wave is equal to a natural frequency
of the system. We will show that in this case the main
contribution to R comes from the first fraction in I
Before going on with these computations we will make
some approximations on a+ and a_ , by using the fact that
uj is very small compared to one. We can assume without
any ambiguity that the coupling between the two oscillators
is weak. We recall (3.34)
a+ = 2(w+W2) + (( - o22+4p)l/2
since p
(3.53a)
(3-53b)
is small
2 2 " 2
a =wl + 2 2 )2 ) * +
22
a(2  2 - 2
- * ~ 24 _22 2 ~
(1 - 2
Now we write the different residue of the different
integrals in R .
[ (a + jb - W )2
A' = A exp - +-+ 0 + a++ jsb+)t
(-a + jsb - w )2
A2 = A2 expl+ o + j(-a+ +jsb)t
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(3.54a)
(3.54b)
(at+jpb -o )2
(3.54c) A = A3 exp{- + o3 4%
(3.54d) A4 = A4 exp (-a - ~jb 0) 2
4%
with o = a+ '
To compare these different
A'2 At
A1
It is immediate that:
+ j(a_ + j b_)t]
+ j(-a_ + jsb_)t]
residues we can take the ratios
A4
1
(a: means proportional to)
A'2
A'
-3
A'
1
A4
A
a2 2
a exp a exp(-
(a - a )21 (wlw 2
at exp[ J + 1x 2
4% 4%L (a++ a) (W + W)2
a exp - ~ exp - 1 .
4x J 4x
Our incoming wave represents a flat wave packet, thus the
width of the Gaussian function e-%t2 is large, that is
1/X1/2 is large. This last result implies that e -a2 is
At
very small, from which we deduce that << 1 i = 2,3,4
1
We can neglect the contributions of the three corresponding
integrals.
In this case where a = 1 , we can write with a good
approximation
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(3.55a)
(3.55b)
(3.55c )
a+a+ 2
(3.56 ) R1 = -2j 1+/2_ AlexP (j i+-r+ - N+T+2
(nTN+) 12b +1+
+00 exp[-C /4N+]
C+~ + j
where y = 2N+T+ 
-
As pointed out by Carrier in his paper on the "Dynamics of
Tsunamis", where he studies the case of one oscillator, we
can evaluate explicitly the integral in equation (3.56).
,+= e-C 2/N(357) I = j dC
I= jrey 2/4N [-sgn(y) + erf(y/2Nl/2
erf is the error function and sgn is the sign function.
The details of this evaluation of I are given in appendix A.
In the original coordinates R becomes:
1 2 2
(3.58) R1 = 2$A( ') exp(ja+t - Ob+t + )(-sgn(y*)+ erf(y*))4x
where y* = (X1/2t - b+ and |y* large enough since
X is small most of the time y* < 0 . Now we evaluate R2
therefore we need to compute the residues of w/P(w) .
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(3.59)
B
P() = 
- a+ - jsb+
B2
+I o+ a - jb ~
B
-a_ - job_
B4
w+a_ 
- job_
where
(3.60a) A 1= B (a++ j b+)
(3.60b) A2 = 2((-a+ + jsb+
(3.60c) A3 = B3 ((a- + j ob_)
(3.60d) A4 = B 4 ((-a_ + j b_
2 1) B1 (a+
)2 - 2 ) ~ B2 ( a
2
P 2 +
2W 2)
- 2
2 2) ~ B3 (a - 2)
)2 -2) B (a2 2)
Since a = 1 , that is (1) = a+ , it is easy to see that
only the integral associated with B1
thus we deduce:
is important
R = 2 /mn~ 1/2(3.61) R2 22
Since p is small,
R 1 2 m 11/2
2 2
a+~ 2
R2 is smaller than
R1
2 2
Wi -W 2 +
Thus the
mass m2 which is indirectly connected to this piston is
more protected than the mass m , in the case where the
incident wave frequency is close to the natural frequency of
the oscillator m.
and
For the mass m , one can conclude that the oscil-
lations proceed with the frequency ( .
For large negative time, one can write by approximating
1 + erf(y*) in (3.58)
R ~.- exp ( itet ) (2 exp (-t 2 )/(2%t/o - 1)
that is the shape of the envelope of the oscillations is
similar to the shape of the envelope of the incident wave.
For large positive time, the size of the oscillations
decay with a decaying time either 1/%l/2 or 1/$ . The
ratio p/Xl/2 of the time in which the input becomes appre-
ciable (1/% /2) to the time needed to bring the oscillations
nearly up to equilibrium amplitude (1/ob+) , will be our
parameter for discussion. We also mention that from equation
(3.35) one can deduce that b+ 1 l and thus 1/ b+ l/.
If 1 is larger than 1, that is 1 > ,the function
(-1 + erf(y*)) in (3.58) decays more slowly than e , so
that the decay of R is governed by e- and the damping
time is 1/0 . If S/x1/2 is smaller than one, the decay
of R is governed by the error function factor, and decays
as e Xt2 /(2 xt/$-l) . In this last case the amplitude is
smaller than in the previous case, this is due to the
pres ence in R of e .
The same conclusion can be drawn for R2
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All these qualitative conclusions are summed up in
Figure 3.2.
When the solution decays as e~$ the damping time is
(3.62) T0  =+..~ (1+c)
+ +
e has been defined in equations (3.53 a,b). We will use
this value T later.
In this case we have seen that R2 is smaller than
R , but R2 may become much larger than R i o ~ = 2 '
if the frequency of the incident wave is close to the natural
frequency of the second oscillator. This new case corresponds
to a = 1 .
To evaluate R and R2  we must estimate the value
of the different integrals associated to each pole. As in
the previous case we must compare the absolute value of the
different residues; we can write:
(3.63a) |BI = 1B I lexp (a + j b+ -o) 2 + j(a++ j$b+)tj
(3.6b) JIJ =IB Ilexp (-a++ jsb+-w0)2+j(a+jb ]
2 2 ~ 4x+ +
(3.6 3b) |BI B121 ex[ -0+~~ +ij(-a++ jb+)t]
(a +jpb -w o2
(3.63c) |BI = 1B3 exp - - 0 + j(a_ + jb_) t
(3.63d) |B41 = JB4 j exp - ~ ~ 0 )2+ j(-a_ + jb ) t]4%
Figure 3.2. Q
P/ /-
2Xt Vp-1
P/A'/ <1
2 A t/z~
ualitative amplification factor
I-
2 p --
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or R
From equations (3.63) we deduce:
(3.6 4 a)
(3.64b)
(3.6 4 c)
(3.64d)
(a+ - a 2 2b|BI | exp L- ( ~ + 4 +4x 4
(a+ +a 2 2b 2-|B | a exp 4 + %
|B I a exp -
a2 2b 2e-
1|B4| a exp - -~ + ~
The parameters p and # are small and simulate the damping,
in general O(p) = O(P) , but a+ and a_ are much larger.
From equations (3.64) since X is small, we deduce that the
predominant integral is the one associated with B, the
third residue. Performing the same computations as in the
previous case where a + = 1 , we find:
(3.65) 22
R2 = -2 ) B3 exp(ja tt- b t+ )(sgn(y*)+erf(y*))2 m ~2 34
(3.66)
R =20
2 2
2_ 2 
- -gy*+ r *)B 3(a_- o2) exp (ja t - b t + ~)(sny) %r y)
R is smaller than R2 . One can compute R1/R2 and see
a2 2
that this ratio is proportional to a 2that his -2
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2 2<
a 2_ 22
-I (W 1 w 2 )
The response of the mass m is much smaller than the
response of the mass m 2. The qualitative behaviours of
R and R2 are the same as in the previous case. We can
add that the relaxation time 1/0b in this case is much
larger than in the previous one.
Let T .. 1/Pb_
-l (2 _ 2
then T0  (l + 2 2 2- T (( l 2 )
- -- ~ ~1( 2) T(1+ e)(ow - 2 ) +
T 0 W2_ 2 )2
that is T > 1.
0+£
An explanation to this fact could be that the second oscil-
lator is connected with the piston indirectly through the
first oscillator, hence the damping effects take longer.
Case where w 1= W2 = '
From Eq. (3.35) and (3.53) we deduce
2 2 2
(3.67a) a + = * -+ 2
(3.67b) b4 = 1/2
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We recall also Equation (3.59)
SB B2 B3BW B 1 B 2 + 3 + B4
P w - a+ - j0/2 + +a+- jb/2 +w - a_ - j:/2 + a_- j/2'
The residues of the integrals defining R2  are B! i=1,4
as defined in equations (3.63 a,b,c,d), and in this case we
can write:
(3.68a) |BI = IB lexp[- -
0 o
(368) B~ I 2IxP-1 (44x - 1 - (4w2 +2.12)
0
(3.68c) |Bt = lB3  1 W0
1 4
(3.68d) B1,= IB lexp - 1 - - (4 - 2p)J
0 
-
By considering the order of magnitude of , X ,
we see that the contributions of the integrals associated
with B and B4 are negligeable compared to the contri-
butions of the integral associated with B{ and B.
Performing the same computations as in the previous
cases, we find that the response of mass m2  is:
2 2
R2=- (-sgn(y*)erf(-y*))
22
(B exp (ja+t - st + ) + B3 exp (jat - Ot +
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2 2
Substitute a+ o + 4 ; a= w - to obtain:
S0 0
(3.69) R2  ~ 2( exp(j wt- Pt +± 2)
2 ;
(B exp(j t) +B exp(-j )
1 TW0 0w-
Let us write now the
B 1 = 1
2 1
Writing B1 and B3
approximations of B and B
3
2
( 1 + j (1 - ) )
o o
2
(1 + (1 + )) .
o o
in terms of a modulus and an argument,
substituting Bi and B3 in equation (3.69) and using the
exponential definition of the sine function we obtain
(3.71) R2 = ~( )exp(jwot- Ot + 2)
L2 2 2)1 + sn( t + ep + - Cos t
p, 4(.o o o 0
with tgp = 0/2w .
Since P/w is small we can neglect cp in front of 7r/2
Keeping only the dominant term in the last fact or we obtain:
R2 = +p2QM_ 22 (-sgn(y*)+erf(y*))exp(jwot- t + 7R9co. t.
2 u-o
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(3.70a)
(3.70b)
If we compare this value of R2 to the previous values that
we have found, we see that it is the same except for the
amplitude modulation factor co .
To compute
P2)
P (WU)
R we recall equation (3.44)
A A2 A3
w - a+- j$/2 w +a+- j$/2 w -a -Jp/2
A
+ - A 4
w--J1
From equations (3.54) we can deduce that the important
residues are those associated to A and A3 , as for
we can write:
(3.73) R = 20 (-sgn(y*) +erf(y*))exp(jwot- -t
2
+)
2
(A exp(j -
0
Let us now write the approximations of
1
A1 = --- g2(1
2p
2 2
0
2
t) +A3ep- )A ad A 0
A1 and A 3
+ ja +0 "W )
substitute the expressions of
A = (1
2A1
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R2
+jt(1- ))(p -2wo -e+ja+0
Keeping the leading order terms:
1 3 2(3.74) A, 2( + jw-7)
and in the same way:
2 2
A3 - (+ j (1+ ))(a2 - + ja p - w )0 7- 7 2 - 02u 0 o
(3.75) A3  .1(i+3 - j.A-.
3 722
We will distinguish 3 cases w0/u2 2 1 w 0 5/ = 1 , and
o 0 /u2 >> 1 .
Case where w o/U2 >> 1
In this case, coupling between m1  and m2  is weak, then
2A 1 -jW 0 /2v
A 3 op/0$2u 2
All computation and approximation being done we get from
(3.73)
2
(3.75) R r(t) jwo 02 sin -t2wu
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where r(t) = 2$(f) (-sgn(v*) +erf(y*))exp(jwot- )t + .
Thus when coupling between m and m 2 is poor, the
envelopes of R and R2 are out of phase by wT/2 , i.e.,
when one mass is excited the other is not.
Case where W0 / 2<
In this case, coupling between m and the outside world is
weak, or coupling between m 1 and m 2 is strong, then
A = 1/2
A = 1/2
We deduce from (3.73).
(3.76) R = r(t) cos 2wt
The envelopes of R and R2 are in phase, and both masses
are excited simultaneously.
Case where W/ 2 =
1 1 o 2 J 1
A =+) U.
J-2 J'Pl
~- e
2
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Then
1 w 0 2 C2
l 2o 2A2 31+ ( ) )
2 2
- e
g2 2t 
-= -t 92 = o 
-
Tl - -P2= r/
R1 = r(t) 21/2 Cos2( t +)
7w0
The envelopes of R and R2 are out of phase by Tr/4
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with
thus
and
Figure 3.3
envelopes of the oscillating
functions R and R2 weak
coupling between m and m2
/
I'
/
I
envelopes of the oscillating
functions R and R2
strong coupling between m
and m2
/
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Chapter 4
4. TRANSIENT RESPONSE IN HARBORS ANALYTICAL SOLUTION
In this chapter we study the real problem that we have
proposed to solve; we consider a transient incident wave
which excites a harbor with two coupled basins of rectangular
shapes.
To achieve our goals we will take the following
approach. First we will derive the general equations, then
show how we can use the response of a harbor to a mono-
chromatic sinusoidal incident wave. We will then obtain
the transient response as a Fourier Integral of monochromatic
responses. Finally we will draw some conclusions on the
transient behaviour of the oscillations in the harbor.
The geometry of both basins and of the coastline is
given in Figure 2.2.1. The harbor is protected from the
ocean by a thin breakwater; the two rectangular basins
comprising the harbor are also separated by a thin breakwater.
4.1 Governing Equations.
From the previous study on the resonant scattering
by a harbor with two coupled basins, we know that in a harbor
with the entrance in line with a long and straight coastline,
waves will be partly reflected and partly absorbed along the
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coast; a small portion will be diffracted through the
entrance into the harbor mouth. However when the forcing
frequency is close to a natural frequency of one of the
basins, even the small piston action caused at a narrow
entrance can stimulate a large response in the basin. The
peak amplitude for this resonant phenomenon is limited by a
number of dissipative mechanisms as listed below:
(1) Radiation damping associated with energy radiated
away from the junction.
(2) Friction loss near the basin boundary and the
different junctions.
(3) Loss due to wave breaking on shallow beaches.
Friction losses in the wall boundary layers and near the
breakwater tips at the junctions due to sudden expansion and
contraction are harder to calculate and vary widely according
to the property of the boundary. These will be omitted in
this thesis. We shall only consider the first kind of
damping.
Furthermore the following assumptions on the geometry
of the harbor and the coastline are made:
(1) the coastline is straight far away from the
harbor entrance,
(2) the basin walls and the coastline are vertical
throughout the depth and are perfectly reflective,
(3) the depth is constant far from the coast.
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We also make the following assumptions for the fluid:
(4) inviscid fluid,
(5) irrotational flow,
(6) water depth much less than wavelength,
(7) infinitesimal wave amplitude.
For very long waves in shallow water the motion is
essentially horizontal. Assuming also that the free surface
displacement C is small compared to the constant depth h
the flow is governed by the classical wave equation
(4.1) 2 C 1
and the velocity field U is then given by the linearized
momentum equation
(4.2) -gVC
If the waves are sinusoidal in time with radian frequency
w , we may separate the time as follows:
(4 .3a) ( = Re(r(x,y)e wt )
(4.3b) U = Re(u(x,y)eiwt)
From (4.1) and (4.2) we conclude
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u g/~ '(4.4)
(4.5) S2 r+ k2r = 0 ; k = w(gh) 1 / 2
(4.5) is the classical Helmholtz equation.
Lateral Boundary conditions.
The normal velocity must vanish on the walls except
for the entrance and the junction between the two basins. We
can write
(4.6a) In basin B n-U = b1 (x,y- J')Ul(t) +8 2 (x-Y,y- )U2 (t)
-4 -4(4.6b) In basin BI n-U = 6 1 (x,y' -{ )U{(t)
-4-41
(4 .6c) In the ocean n-U = 6(xIy- 1)Uo(t)
In the ocean the radiated wave must also satisfy the radiation
condition at infinity
lim fHk + jk) R = 0
k r -- o
The incident wave is given by no = f (x,y,t) . The unknown
U ,U , U2 ,U are determined by matching the solution
at the junction J(0,0) between the outer basin and the
ocean, and the junction J'(o,V) = (0, j) between the two
basins. For simplicity we shall assume that the incident
wave is normal to the coast, so that
'n = f0 (x,y,t) = f9(x,t)
4.2 The response as an integral.
In the second chapter on resonant scattering by a
harbor with two coupled basins, the problem where the
incident wave is Re(Aej(kx+wt)) , with A real, has been
solved, we have seen that the solutions in the ocean, in
the outer basin and in the inner basin are respectively
Re(AG9O(xpy~k)e j" ) , Re(AC B(xoy.9k)e j" ) , Re(AC B'(x.9y,k)e" ).w
The wave number k is related to the frequency w by the
dispersion relation k = k(w) = w/(gh)l/2 = w/c . In the
orevious section we have given the set of equations that
govern our system. We can see that the equations and the
boundary conditions are linear, so that the sum of two
solutions, is also a solution, thus we can apply the principle
of superposition. Let A = A(k) ; the amplitude of the
incident wave is now function of the wave number k . Then:
(4.7) Re(A(k)C O,B,B, (k)ejkct)dk
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is the solution of the problem. Using the principle of
superposition
XO,B,B, = Re(A(k)O,B,B' (k)e;)kT)dk
T = ct , is also a solution, that is,
+O
X , , , =jj 1 -: R e J 0 A (k) CBpB,, (k)e I dk .
If we now begin with the simple harmonic solution in the
ocean, CO
(4.10) C0eJkT
= (Cinc + C ref + C rad
Jk(x+ct) + ejk(-x+ct) + Crade
then X becomes:
(4.11) XO = RerA(k)[ejk(x+ct) +ejk(-x+ct) + erade ]dk
Considering only the part due the incident and the reflected
wave, we write at the coastline x = 0 .
(4.12) fo(t) = [Xinc +XrefIx=0 = Re 2A(k)ejkctdk
In the following presentation we will restrict ourselves to
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(4.8)
where
(4.9)
the case where
c c2( - k )2
(4.13) A (k) c0  (2 0 0 )
(7Tr) 4,
which corresponds to
(4.14) f0 (t)
f0 (t)
= Re(e 2 e wt)
=e cos W0 t
The wave which enters the harbor is a wave packet, and may
simulate an idealized tsunami. The response in both basins
are then
c c2 2
(4.15) XBB, = Re 0  (k) exp[- 0 (k-k 0  J dk.
In the following of this presentation we will drop the symbol
Re for brevity. We also recall that CB,B' are given by
CB
G
(,= 2 -
G- (G12 /W)G 2
j/2 +F1 1 - G12 A - I
12
W j/2+F - G2 - I
All the functions in CB,B, can be found in chapter 2.
(4.16a)
(4.16b)
4.3 Approximate Analysis of Responses in both basins.
4.3.1 Integration plane.
We will make our reasoning in the complex k-plane.
We recall that the poles of CB and CB' are the
roots of equation (2.14). They are complex k* = k + jk
(2.15). Since the integrand of XB and XB, possess these
poles, we have to study the integrals in the complex k-plane.
Both functions CB and C B, depend on lnk , which is a
multiple-valued function, we must define the branch on which
we will work.
To do this, we notice that the expressions of B
and CB' have been given for w to be a positive real
number. Let us find the response of the harbor to an incident
wave with w < 0 , that is
T1 = Re(Aexp [j(w(e )t+k(w)x))) = Re(Aet(wt kx))
Then by requiring that our solution must be continuous on the
entire complex w-plane, w = kc , we will be able to decide
the sign in we- , and to define the branch that we are
looking for.
If we start with the problem n(x,y,t) = Re(C(x,y)e J
where w > 0 where C satisfies the same equation and
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boundary conditions as in the case with (Ge ) itis
straightforward to verify that
(4.17) CO = 2A cos kx - ) eJ7(Q (j7 e (Q (keiW") .)H~l)(kr)
in the ocean,
(4.18) (B = jO1ejV [(Q(ke~j))G(k 2)
in the outer basin, and
(4.19) CB,3 = -j-e'(Q (ke_"))G (k2)
in the inner basin, where
+ (Q2 (ke I))G 2 (k2)I
(4.20) -J. Q (ke W) = j (ke- )go0
2A
-j/2 +F 11 - I - G1 2 /A
(keiWv) = G12
-V_-
We now wish to consider (4.17) to (4.19) as analytic
continuations of Equations (2.2) to (2.4) in the complex
plane. Because
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(4.21) jE-Q28
2A
-J/2+F - I - G1 2/W
, t is
H ( d) ( _j7 =-HO
it is clear that (4.23) to (4.25) may be obtained from
(2.3) to (2.4), by substituting every k in the latter
equations by ke~ . This implies that the cut of the
logarithmic function must be above the positive real k-axis
as shown in Figure 4.1. This result can also be obtained
by saying that the path of Fourier integral in the complex
k-plane is slightly below the real k-axis.
In this case the poles of CB and CB are the roots
of
(4.22) -j/2 + F - I - G 2 = 0 Re(k') > 0
Looking for a folution k'* = k' + jk' with k'/k' >> 1
and using then a perturbation method to solve this equation
as in chapter 2, we see that k' and k' are solutions of
the set of equations:
2(4.23a) [F11 - I - G 12A]k 0
k=kt
^ ~d 2(4.23b) k' /kk' = k (Fl - I - G2
k=k'
Equation (4.23a) is identical to equation (2.18) and the right
hand side of equation (4.23b) is the same as the right hand
side of equation (2.19) but for the factor (-1). It is
immediate that:
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k' = k and k' = -k
that is the poles are k* = k - jk (4.24) but we know that
o loe~ = -o'
k = k'e jT = -k'
substitute to find the poles (B and CB, when Re(w) is
negative.
(4 .25a) k* = -k + jk
i.e.
(4.25b) k* + = -(k + A+) + J[ ]
nm- nm knm
In the complex k plane the set of poles is symmetric with
respect to the y-axis. See Figure 4.1.
Our analysis is valid for small (ka) and k/K << 1
This last condition is satisfied when ka is small. For
larger ka , and especially when k becomes large, our
computations are not valid but it can be shown that when k
the resonant frequency increases, IkI , the associated
damping rate increases. These modes are more difficult to
resonate to large amplitude by an incoming tsunami.
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4.3.2 Case where the incident wave is a wave packet.
When the incident wave at x = 0 is the wave packet
described by (4.15) and the corresponding A(k) given by
(4.13), the responses XB and X become
(4.26) 2.2A 0 (k-k) jk r
XB(T) = Rej 7-y) exp 4A e
(2.47)
XB' (r) A / e (k-k0 ) jkRe j -'~)exp -e
27F 
. 4A -
(G1 - G1 2 2W G2)
2j/2 + F - I- G12
j/2+F - I - G12
where A = X/gh and T = ct .
We will omit for brevity the symbol Re( ) in the following
presentation. In order to abreviate the integrands, we
introduce
(4.28)
(4.29)
(4.30)
(4.31)
the functions E , FF , GB and GB'
2A G 1 1
0 (G - -WG 2 ) () = GB/A
2A0 G12 G I G 1
27 1 A B
F -G 2/W =FF
11 2
E(k) = exp -k 0 )
4A
XB and XB, become then:
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dk
XB /2 E(k)ejkT
XB' E(k)e jk
GB dk
j/2 + FF - I
GB' dk
j/2 + FF - I
We will evaluate both integrals XB,B' , by using the
method of steepest descent. Mathematical information on this
method can be found, for instance in "Functions of a complex
variables" by Carrier, Krook, and Pearson.
If we substitute the expression of I from (2.10) in
the integrals XB,B', we obtain
(4.32) XBB /2 GB1B' (k)
-9BA 7',' j r/2 +rFF + ln (k/a)
2
,= ab s i n ( 7 &
Our incident tsunami is a Gaussian wave packet with
envelope e , which is rather flat when 1/X or 1/A
is very large.
If we introduce the variable C = k -k- 2jAT the
integrals XB,B' become
(4.33) 2 2 2
(jk e - +ko) GB,B exp[C /4A]
4A -A2 jT/2 +WFF +ln(k/a)
dk .
with
dk
We see that the main contributions to XB,B, come from the
neighborhood of C = 0 . According to this remark, we will
shift the integration path with respect to the coordinates
transformation k = C + k + 2jAT , and evaluate the functions
XB,B, using Cauchy's integration theorem.
If the multiplier of exp[-(k-k 0)2 /4A+jkT] in the
integrands were regular and did not have poles, and if there
was no cut, this path combined with two lines Re(k) = +
would be the steepest descent path.
This is the case for T < 0 , i.e. before the arrival
of the peak of the packet, the integration path is presented
in figure 4.2. Define g(k) = -(k- k ) /4A + jkT to be
the phase function, then the stationary point of g(k) is
the point k0 + 2jAT .
Let C+ be the curves Reg(k)) = const > 0
C_ be the curves Refg(k)) = const < 0
The curves C+ and C_ are hyperbolas whose asymptots
intersect at the stationary point. We draw also the ortho-
gonal set of hyperbolas D , which represent the lines of
constant phase. (Im g(k) = const) . In figure 4.2, we
have indicated the steepest descent path, which we use to
evaluate XB,B' . By applying Cauchy's integration theorem
we find:
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(4.34) XB,B' 
=
(jk 0 -A ) rr G BB' 2
e -r exp[-v /4A]dy .
A2 _jr/2 +rFF +ln(k/a)_ k=k0 + v+2JA T
To get a good approximation of the last integral, we
can expand the integrand in the neighborhood of v = 0 and
consider:
1(4.35) XBB, =-_e
', B A2
Integ exp[-v 2 /4A]dv
v-0
where
(4.36) Integ = r G BB'Ljw/ 2 +FF +ln(k/a)-Jk=v+k 0
Firstwe notice that XBB' is proportional to eA 2
so that, when O(A2 ) > 1 , XBBI becomes very small. We
will restrict our selves to the case where O(A2 T) < 1 i.e.
1
O(ATr) K 0(A2).
Let it be pointed out that when we say that we want
to expand Integ for small v it is for v/2AI small;
1
that is O(v) << O(A2 ) . In order to obtain the expansion
of Integ , we first need to know the expansion of Kn
K= (2 2
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Figure 4.2
Integration path when T < 0
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Let k = k0 + 2jAr + v = K + v, then
Kn = (K2 - N)2[+K -K 2n 2( K v +0(v
b b
From this expansion we see that as long as K2 -(n)2 is
such that O(K 2_ (n7, 2 ) > O(A 2 ) we can use as small parameter
s = v/(K2 - ) . This is in general the case for the
input function that we are interested in. We can write
Kn = (K2 _([1) 2 2Ll +Ks - 2  s2 +O(s3 )]
One can then expand cos Kn(xn- ) and Kn bsin Knn . One can
show that as long as e = (K2 _n 2)2)i , is larger than Al ,
the coefficient C of the term v2 in the expansion of
cos K (x-iA)
Kns K n Kn is such that O(AC) is small, hence it will
be the same for G
- cos Kn(x-)
Ga / Knb sin K .y '
From the definitions of Fl, G12 W and GBB, in function
of Ga , we deduce that this result applies also to their
coefficients.
With these remarks, we can write the expansion of
Integ .
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(4.37) Integ =
GB,B T k +2JAT (1+a v+0 (v2 ))
jr/2 +wFF
k +2jAT
that is according
2 k +2JAT(1+bv+0(v )) +ln( 0 a
to our discussion above,
+O(v2)
-k 0+ 2jAT-
for incident wave
number k ; such that
(4.38a) Integ
v ->0
G*
= BB'
D*
k - (nw'2 > A
-(1+cv+O(v 2C)
where
(4.38b) GBB BB' ]ko+2jAT
(4.38c) D* = [ j/2+wFF +ln(k/a)
Substituting Equation (4.38) in Equation (4-35) we obtain
j(k 0 -AT ) G.
XBB, - e 1/2 
BB 2A 2  dve
XBAB A
A(l+cv+0(v2C))
After integration term by term,
is an odd
we obtain
and noticing that
function and thus its integral is
ye v2/4A
equal to zero,
(4.40) XB,B'
exp(jk T-AT2
A1/2
GBB' 1 1
.T 2A2 7 2 (1
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1/3
]k0+2jAT
(4.39)
+0(CA))
where O(CA) is small and negligeable, thus in terms of the
original functions, we can write
(4.41) xB BB = 27r2 exp (jk 0 T-AT ) BB'
(441 XBB 2 // 21 <)[GB2)
For O(k- 7) > Al/3 . Since A _ <(1) , AT < O(A2 ) ,
which is small and thus the factor [ ]k0 +2jAT kI ]k
which is constant. This result implies that before the
arrival of the peak of the incident packet the harbor
oscillations grows passively with packet. We also mention
that for O(k - (flT)2) < Al/ 3 , we have to consider more
terms in the expansion of Integ, so that the multiplier
of exp (jk0 0- AT 2) is more complicated, and depends on AT
1
if k0  is of order A2 . In this last case [ k0 +2jAT Z1O
[ ]konly for 0(A2 T) << 1
T > 0
After the arrival of the peak of the wave packet.
Residues must be considered as T increases. We will not
consider the solution at the precise instant when 2AT = k ,
and when the wave number of the incident wave is the
corresponding resonant wave number k . Then the path r
with Im(k) = 2AT does not pass any pole; we can introduce
a contour which consists of the original path along the
real k-axis, two sides of the branch cut, two vertical
lines R+ and R , and pass I with Im k = 2AT . See
figure 4.3. By Cauchy's integral theorem
(4.42) XBBI = 27j
k < 2AT
Res(k+jk) + Il + 12 - 3
where the residues are from the poles which lie below the
line Im k < 2AT . I is the integral along the path
Im k = 2AT
(4.43) Il =
exp(jk T-AT2  GBB7/1-v2 dv .
0 ~ A 2 _j~r/2 + vFF + In (k/a ,)_ v+k 0+23 A
I2 is the integral along the lower edge of the branch cut
4 GBB'(k)E(k)
2 0 A2 jr/2 + rFF + n (k/.)
I is
cut
dk
the line integral along the upper edge of the branch
4.5 1 0 GBB, (k)E (k)
(4.45) I3 = _ --J dk .
A2 j/2 +rFF +ln (ke Ax)
The integral along the path ' can be evaluated as
in the previous case T < 0 , if the path does not go through
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Figure 4.3
Integration Contour when T > 0
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a pole. At that precise moment, when the resonant mode
starts to be excited, we must use an other approach. For
T > 0 and F not passing a pole, we can write:
44(jk T-AT 2  G
4.46) I = 7 2e o BB' + 0 ( AC).
LJ/2+FF +-ln(k/-) fk +2jA +V -0
It remains to evaluate I2 and I3 For this we
point out, that in the steepest descent method we have used
lines of constant phase to determine the integration contour.
This guarantees that there are no stationary phase points
on the contour, and that the main contribution to the integral
comes from the neighborhood of the stationary point of the
real part of the exponent. In 12 and I3 the exponent is
(k-k0) 2 + jkR4A
- with k real. The phase is kT , on
4A
[0,+oo[, there is no stationary phase point, for small A ,
we can apply the Laplace's method of approximation to 12
and I3 , keeping the half real positive axis as integration
path. I2 is given in (4.44) and can be approximated by
(4.47) I2 GB o -u2/4A + jur (1 + cu + 0 (u22 e =R uDJuk
A 0 k0
where D(k) = [jw/2 + wFF + ln (k/ct) ko and where c is a
constant independent of A, I2 can be expressed in terms
of parabolic cylindrical functions. But we can also evaluate
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1
it by changing to variable u to v such as u = 2A2 V
then O(u 2) = 4A O(v ) since O(u ) does not depend on A
I2 becomes:
rG ,~f(k 0) jk 0T- AT 1(4.48) 12 -L G - -(k) 0  2A2 jdv exp[-(vjA 2  ) 2
A 2  l
(1 +c2A 2 (jA2 T) +c(v- jA2T)2 2+4AO(v 2 ))
This solution is accurate for O(A 2 T) = 1 , but A2 T small
1
compared to 1/A2 The neglected term is then of the order
A , it suffices to write
0(v2) = 0(v - JA)2 + 2jA2TO(v - jA2T) - AT2
in this expression AT2 is the leading term O(AT ) = 1
multiplied by 4A we obtain a term of order A . As a
1 2
specific example, we take A 2 = 5 periods , if AT is
allowed to be 10, O(T) ~ 10/A 2 = 50 periods. For larger
the exponential factor e , is so small that one can
consider that all the oscillations are damped out, so that
it is not worth to compute more terms in the expansions of
I2 After computation we obtain for 12
(4.49) I2 D (k )exp(jk T-AT 2 7(1+2jA2C(A2T) +0(A))
In the same way we find
(4.50) 13 oT-Ai )2'(+'2jA*d (AZT) + 0(A))
where d is a constant independent of A
considering the expressions of I , 12 '
of magnitude of the neglected terms, when
. And finally by
3 and the order
1
O(A 2 r) < 1 , the
harbor response is for T > 0
(4.51) XBB, = 27r J
k < 2AT
Res (k + jk)
1 (jk -A 2 G
+ 27r2 e r BB
k 0+2JAT
GBB' GBB'
+7 TD k D-2j7r ] +
where O(A ) is negligeable. One can verify that the solution
is continuous at r = 0 , one needs only to notice that
ln(k0 + 2jAT) =lnk ; T O
=ln k - 2J; T =0+
Expressions for the residues.
We will use the notation k* = k + jk to represent a
pole and consider the case of two equal basins in more
detail later.
We know that the residue at k* is given by
(4-52) Res(k*) =
GBB, (k*) E (k*)
2
d + 12  1[T-(j /2+ Fl, - W- + -ln (k/a)J
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0 (A')
To evaluate the denominator we must know
d d
, -G 1 2 kW
at k*
After some computations we find
d
d
dG 1 2
= -[kibE 1]k*
.= -[kbE 12k*
=-[kZbE2 + ki'b'Ej'g
where E1 , , 1 2 ,E
Using these
(4.56) .d(F
are given by equations(2.13a,b).
results we get:
I - G22 /W)K
[-kb(E 1 + G12 2( ) 2)
G 12
- ki'b' ( )
According to equation
G2
(4.57) [F 
- I - ]
(2.12a ,b)
= [B ) +A]k*
= -Q(k*)
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d F
F 11
(4-53)
(4.54)
(4-55)
2 1
1 + ]
G 12
-E 712
and finally the expression of a residue at a pole k* is
(4.58) Res(k*) =
GBB, (k*)E(k*)
2 -- 2(kibarB +ki'b'a B,) - 1/7Fk ]k*
4.4 Conclusion and results of the integration.
4.4.1 General features.
From 4.2 we can observe that in general in both basins
the free surface oscillates with the same frequency w 0 as
the incident wave. Indeed the frequency wave number spectrum
1
of the incident wave is very peaky at ( 0 ,k0 ) = (Wmo /(gh)')
since X is small.
Before the peak of the wave packet has passed the
entrance of the harbor, i.e., t < 0 , the amplitude of the
response is in any case controlled by e . The solutions
XB and XB, increase in the same way as the incident wave
does.
After the arrival of the peak of the wave packet the
solutions XB and XB, are sums of residues and of
integrals Il , 12 13 *
Let us compare the contributions of the residues and
of the integrals I , 12 13 . The residue from the pole
A 
%
k* = k + jk gives rise to oscillations at the frequency kc
Its maximum amplitude is controlled by the factor
exp - 4
Thus only when the incident wave number k is close to k ,
is the contributions of a residue of any significance. Since
k* - k0 = jk and
[ (k*-k 0 22exp [- ( A.. -) exp k2/4A l
On the other hand the amplitudes of I
controlled by e xt
(k is small)
, I2 ' 3 are
(from 4.51, 4.53, 4.54) and is important
only for t < 1/X2 i.e. O(A2 ) < 1
the residue decays as e-kct
We can also say that
more slowly than et
A
since kc is smaller than X
We can distinguish two cases
1.) k #k no resonance.
The solutions are controlled by Il , 12 ' 13 . Both
XB , XB, amplitudes decays as e . The main feature
of the local free surface variation is "similar" to the
feature of the incident wave.
2.) k0 = k resonance.
For small t the solution depends on the residue
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f rom (4.58) .
from the resonant wave number k* = k + Jk and on Il , I2
13 , but mainly on the residue since its amplitude is larger.
1
For larger t , t > 1/X 2 , I , 12 ' 13 vanishes, and only
the residue is of significance. The response XB and XB'
decay then as e . We also mention that the influence
of the residue from the resonant mode appears only once
t > 7 , which is large for k2/4A 1
Some of these features are summarized in figure 4.4.
Let us examine our solution more closely. Assume in
particular that k_ k* , so that there is resonance. For
t > 0 the residue gives, especially when t > 1/42
G B (k*) ^(4.59) XBB, = BB( exp 2/4A + jkor - k ]
Q(k*)
As in the case of two coupled oscillators we see that the
responses of both basins decay as e and that their
amplitudes depend on the ratio of the time scale of the
incident wave 1/A2 to the damping time 1/ck . If k2/A
is large, so is the excited mode. The difference of
amplitude in XB and XB' is to be found in GB and GB'
GB and GB, are given in equations (4.28) and (4.29) where
G fis defined in (2.5a). Briefly we can say that when
k* (() + ( )2 + k , then the dominant term among
en cos Kn((x1)
all the terms in G and G{ is KnbsinK in G
a ~ ~ 1KbsnA1
Figure 4.4
Main characteristics of the response
of a harbor to an incident wave packet.
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since A and k are small, this term is large, and the
amplitude of the oscillations are important in the outer
basin. When k* = 2 + 2 ' +Jk' , then the
oscillations are important in basin B' , the dominant term
being then
2e cos K '(s' - L')n n
((n + (2+(n b'A)2)'b t(I  + ji')
If we excite one of the natural frequencies of one of
the two coupled basins, resonance occurs in it.
4.4.2 Case where the basins B and B' are equal.
We have seen that when the whole wave packet has
1 .1
passed the entrance that is for large AT , O(A2N) > 1
only residues matter. Thus we study the different residues
and compare them.
Let us consider the case where k _~ k i.e. ko nm rim
will be resonated and X such that the peak of the incident
wave spectrum covers the two resonant peaks of the ampli-
fication factor. Let the poles be denoted by
K = km + A + jk
Knm rik m +ri j m
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We will first show that Res(Knm) are much greater than all
the other residues. We can compare all the residues to
Res(K m and Res(Km) . First we compare KEm with their
images about the imaginary axis. Consider the following
ratios:
Res (-k m+ A*)
R = + a eXPL-
1 Res (K imI-
(2knm- A)2 + A
4A
we have used the expression (4-58) of the residues and
= A+ + jk - (4.60) small:
- nm
(4.61) R a exp[-(2knm)2/A]
knm is finite, 1/A is large, so that Rl is small. For
the other poles one can show by taking the ratio of the
residues and using the fact that A +, knm , kp are small
2-
Res(k + A*) (k + - k )
(4.62) R2 pq nmx2 Res(K~m) L 4A 
-
Again R2  is small, so that the residues at the poles
kp + A* can be neglected. These results are also correct
for the Helmoltz modes, it suffices to replace k by
koo 
. When k 
-~ knm
(4.63)
we can write
XB,B, = Res(K+m) + Res(Knm *
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Now we consider the special case where
ko = k + (A+_)/2 , B,B are given by equation (4.70)
where
(4.64) Res(Kn) =
GB f(K+/ + k+ )2G,'(K ) -(( -t7)/2 +jkn
S ) -xp 4AnmQ (K nm) L
+jK+ '
and Res (K~m) can be written similarly by replacing (+)
by (-) .
Let us write now the different factors in (4.64) in
terms of a modulus and an argument. The expression of Q
is given in section 2.4 and is independent of x and y
and of the basins. Here we will simply write:
+ Q 1Q(K M = 1l
Q(Knm) = Q2e
Using the same computations as Mei and Unltata, one can find
at resonance
cos K (x - 2,)
G k 2,A* Ct
nm
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and G1 2/1W = c(2c- I'A*)~ , where c = e nem/2k A . Using
the definition of GB and GB, given in (4.28) and (4.29),
after some computations we obtain:
G B= en
(2c - I' 6*) cos Kn (x1 - 1)Y(y1 ) - c cos Kn(x2 - 'MY 2)
k nm16*(2c - I'A*)
and
c cos KnI
G = Kn(x- ')Y(y)B' n k nm 16*(2c - I' A*)
From these expressions and from the definition of A* in
(4.60) we see that we can write
GB,B'(Km) = GB B exp(J PB, B)
G ' (K~ GB exp(jGB,,BI(K m) = -~ BIB?)
where the
variables
arguments p BB' and p BB depend on the space
'1 ' 2
XM5 y., x{ y. Although A + and If arex 1 nm
small, these arguments may not be small since they will
depend on k /6_+ , and different, for the same reason.
The exponential term in (4.64) can be written,
depending on the pole.
exp = exp(re + + j(k ± - A- 1 ) T + jp±)
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where:
+ 2 k2 +
re + =- + -nm
~ 16A 4A -nm
p+ = + -A6 nm
~ 4A
Finally the solutions in both basins can be written:
jk T GBB + -
X BB' Q 2 ep - T +J RBBt12
GB,B' ,
+ 2exp [-j 2 IT+jP BB
where PB ,B{ and PBBI are the sums of the different
arguments introduced. We will just mention here that they
A
are, in general different, since functions of 6+/k+m
and that they depend on the space variables.
To have a better idea of the behavior of XB,B, , we
G BBT G BBt
will consider that GB1 B 2 - AQ ~ Q2 ~BB'
then we can write:
XBB, = ABB' exp j[kO + (PBB + PBBt)/2]XB,, ABB,1 2
cos i((A-) T +PBB- PB,B
T1 '2
Thus we can expect oscillations of the envelopes of XBIB'
102
with frequency ( 2  )(gh) 2 and differences in the phases
depending on the position where the solution is computed.
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Chapter 5
5. NUMERICAL SOLUTION AND RESULTS.
In Chapter 4, we have seen that the transient response
can be written as a Fourier synthesis of simple response to
monochromatic incident waves.
In this chapter we will present the method used to
perform the numerical integration. We will then present
the computed results, and draw some conclusions suggested
by them. We will try to have a better understanding of the
transient problem itself and of the way energy is exchanged
between the two basins.
5.1 Numerical Method.
The response can be written as a Fourier integral.
From equation (4.9) we deduce
+0 G BBI (k2 )ejk'
(5.1) XBB, = Re( P A(k) 2 1 dk)
- o J/2 +F 1 1 - G1 2 /W + ln (k/rt)
For brevity, we introduce again the variable FF
FF = F - G 2F F 1 1 12//
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Equation (5.1) can be decomposed into two parts.
(5. 2) XBB, = Re( OA(k)
+ A (-k)
0
GBB' (k2 )eJkT
j/2 +FF + 1/T in (k/t)
GBB' (k
2 )e-jk-T
j/2 +FF(k2) + 1/r in
dk
dk)
(ke /a)
integrating along the
real axis. Using the
we obtain:
00
(5.3) X , = Re(
00
+ o0
positive and the negative part of the
definition of the complex ln function
A(k)GBBejk
FF + (1/r) ln(k/a) + j/2
A (-k)G BB, e-jk
FF + (1/r)ln(k/c.) - j/2
dk
dk)
Both integrand can be written with a real denominator by
multiplying numerator and denominator by the conjugate of
the denominator. Then considering only incident waves
with real Fourier transform, that is A(k) real, we can
write XB,B, as:
(5.4) o GBB'((FF- I)cos(kT) +1/2 sin (kT))XB,B, = ~A(k) 2 dk
o (FF - I) + 1/4
+ OA(k) GBB (FF - I) cos (kr) + (-1/2) sin(-k-T))
O (FF - I)2 + 1/4
dk .
Grouping the different terms
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(5.5) XBB, = (A (k) + A(-k))GBB ,(k2)
(F -G 2 /1W - I) cos (k) +1/2 sin (k )
1 2 dk.
(F11 - G1 2 /W - I) + 1/4
In this last equation we see that the integrand can be
decomposed into three major parts:
1. Incident wave (A(k) + A(-k)) = EVFIW .
2. Geometry and simple harmonic response: GBB' and
F ,I .
3. Time dependence: cos kT and sin kT .
One can obtain the responses XB,B' at different times, in
a rather fast and cheap way, by following the algorithm below:
(5.6) X,,BI = EVFIW(k)(fl(k)cos(k ) +f 2 (k)sin(k ))dk
Algorithm:
1) Loop on k to compute
EVFIW(k)fl(k) = FOUR1 (k)
EVFIW(k)f2 (k) = FOUR 2(k)
2) Loop on t , at every step integrate over k
FOURlcoskT + FOUR2sinkr .
To integrate XBB' , at every time step, we have used
a classical Simpson's Rule.
Another problem was that one limit of the integral
is infinite. For this we have decomposed the integral into
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an integral over a finite length and a residual part where
we use an asymptotic expansion of the integrand for analy-
tical evaluation. Indeed, since A(k) is a fast decaying
function at infinity, we choose the first integral such as
the residual part can be neglected.
In the same way as in the previous chapter, we have
used a flat wave packet as incident wave, and A(k) is
given by equation (4.13). From (5.6) the residual part
can then be written as:
(5.7) R = dk C(f cos kr + f sin k-)2
a
(k- k 0 )2  (k- k ) 2
(exp[- ]+exp[- 0 ] .
4A 4A
The absolute value of R can be majorized by
(5.8) IRI < S IcI(|f1 l + |f21)
(k -k )2 (k+k 0 ) 2
(exp[- 4A + exp[- 4A ])dk
If one considers the expressions of f1 and f2 , one can
see that for large k , f1 and f2 remains finite, so that
ICI(|f 1l +1f 21) < M in [a,+] and
0 (k-k )2 (k+k )2
(5.9) IRI < M j exp[- - ] ±exp- 0 ]dk
a 4A 4
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After integration
(a -k )a + k0(5.10) |RI < 2M1 /2(erf c (Ak/2 + erf c a1/2
where erf c is the complementary error function. One can
see that for sufficiently large a , JR1 is small and R
can be neglected. Since l/Al/2 is large the complementary
error functions involved are very small.
In the program we have determined the value of a by
trial and error.
We also mention that, since A(k) is sharply peaked
at k0 and decreases rapidly to zero everywhere else, we
have used a Simpson's integration scheme only in the neigh-
borhood of k0 , and elsewhere a trapezoidal integration
scheme.
An other important remark is that for large t the
cosine and the sine functions are fast oscillating. Thus to
get an accurate result one needs to take rather small
integration steps in k . This may be a source of inaccuracy
for large t .
The program is presented in appendix B with some
supplementary comments.
Before presenting the results we will describe our
experience in numerical computations.
The spread of the incoming wave packet envelope is
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is defined by the input time 1/ 1/2 or 1/Al/2 . We have
chosen X such that exp -Xt2 decreases by e in five
periods of oscillations
X = c2 k2 /4M 2 /52 = 1/(5T) .
The periods we have considered were associated with resonant
modes and were rather large. For instance when
k = 3.289 10-3 m~ , To = 136.41 for a constant depth
equal to 20 m , then X = 2.15 10-6 and 1/X _ 4.65 105.
From this last result, it was obvious that A(k) was very
sharply peaked. In order to catch the peak, we choose the
k increment Ak as a small fraction of k . To be sure
that we would cover a large range of value of k , we first
-4
took 30 steps in Ak with Ak = 3.289 10 . We have seen
that the integrand is a sum of functions FOUR1 cos kT and
FOUR 2 sin kT , the discrete set of values of FOUR 1 in
this case is given in Table 5.1.
From these results we concluded that it was important
to get more points close to the peak at k0 , we decided to
use a trapezoidal rule approach with a smaller step size
Ak2 in the neighborhood of ko )in [0.7k o,l.3k ] , and a
simple trapezoidal rule outside, with a larger step size
k 1 and very few points, since the integrand was almost equal
to zero outside the interval.
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Table 5-1
FOUR 1
k varies from 0 to 30Ak with Ak = 3.289 10
0.0
0.0
0.564 10-64
0.237 10~47
-0.869 10-34
0.931 10- 23
0.111 10-12
o.48o 1o-5
0.135 10+1
0.284 104
ko 0.751 10+5
0.519 10+
-0.225 100
0.271 10-5
0.127 10-12
0.348 10-22
0.653 10-34
0.873 10- 4 8
0.853 10- 6 4
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
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Another problem to solve was the convergence of the
series which defined the Green's function used in the problem.
We have seen that they could be written in terms of a
principal part which contained the singular logarithmic term
3and a regular part which converged as 1/n . Numerically
we used the same decomposition; for the regular part we
computed 30 terms in every series and checked by a test,
that each neglected term in the residual serles is less than
a value e (e :10~ - 10-3)
Once, these two observations were made, we used the
new integration scheme, with Ak ~ 10 and Ak2 ~ 10-
We still observed that for larger times and some negative
times, the solutions that we obtained were not always in
agreement with the analytical results. For large time, for
instance t = 1 hour which corresponds to T -: 5 104 ,
cos kT and sin kT are fast oscillating functions, and we
thought that the integration scheme was still to be improved.
Thus we decided to use the Simpson's rule approximation
within the interval [0.7k ,1.3k ] with Ak2 = 10-2 k : lo-5
leaving unchanged the rest of the integration path. The
Simpson's rule approximation is a third order method, and
secured us enough precision within the time range of our
interest. The solution we computed all started with values
of the order of 10-2 for negative time, and we have stopped
at a time such that the decay of the oscillations to rest,
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was predictable without any doubt.
To check the accuracy of this last integration scheme,
we have also reduced the step size Ak2 by half, and
doubled the number of points. No significant changes were
observed in the results, the position of the maxima and
minima were the same, the amplitudes differed by an order
of a few percents.
We concluded that it was not worth to use a smaller
step size Ak2 , that Ak2 = 10 2 k was accurate enough.
5.2 Results.
In this section some sample numerical results are
shown. These results are calculated from the formulas (5.3)
as explained in the previous section.
5.2.1 Basin Geometry.
We consider the case of a harbor with two equal square
basins. It appears from the earlier work of Mei and
UnlUata and previous chapters that this is one of the most
interesting cases. The side of a basin is taken to be
b = b' = =A' = 1000 m . The entrance of the harbor and
the inter-basin junction are centered. We have also changed
the junction width to see what were the effects on the
responses in both basins. The widths of the junctions are
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indicated in each case.
The calculations have been made at different points
within each basin. We will refer to the point numbering
as indicated on Figure 5.1 according to the given reference
frames.
Outer Basin
Inner Basin
Point Number
Point Number
The depth is assumed constant and equal to 20 m .
5.2.2 Incident Wave.
We have considered a wave packet whose equation is
given by equation (4.14). In all the cases we have used
X such that the envelope amplitude decays by e~ in
5 periods of the wave.
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970.
1000.
250.
Y
500.
250.
250.
Y
500
250
250
1000
1000
250
X = 1/(5T0 )2 = (c 0k0 /2v/5)2
where c0 = (gh)l/2 = (.981.20)1/2 = 14.01 m/s
Among all the variable parameters we choose to vary
the incident wave number k0  only. In particular four
different values of k0 were selected; four to coincide
with the first three resonant modes (two Helmoltz kC and
00
one non Helmoltz modes k ) and one which does not
01
coincide with any resonant mode.
Helmoltz modes k 0b = 0.353 (b = 1000m)
k+ b = 1.00
00
First non Helmoltz
modes k - b = k -b = 3.289
01 10
Non resonant
mode k b = (k + +k~ )b/2 = 3.4480 o1 01
We also will mention that the origin of time is at
t = -0 so that at t = 0 the maximum of the hump of the
incident wave packet is at the entrance of the harbor. Thus
the harbor starts to be excited at negative time, and it is
not surprising to have a response for t less than zero.
5.2.3 Different cases.
We will present results for one-basin harbor and for
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Figure 5.1
Basins Geometry
Point Numbering
x
FJ
x X
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two-basin harbors.
1.) One Square Basin.
We have considered an incident wave with a resonant
wave number such that k b = k 01b = kiob = 3.269 ; that is
To = 137.2s . To perform this computation we have used the
expression of XB given by (5-3) where in FF and GB we
take G1 2 = 0. In the program one needs only to set the
variable NBASIN to 1.
In Figure 5.2 we have plotted the response of the
basin to a unit amplitude wave packet. According to the
analytical theory, we see that for negative time t , the
response is oscillating with the incident wave frequency and
present a Gaussian growth. For t>0 its extremum amplitude keeps
growing, due to the influence of the poles, instead of
decaying again, as does the incident wave. One can also
see that the decaying rate for positive time is smaller than
for negative time, since the governing term in the solution
is due to the resonant residue and the associated damping
rate is smaller. It takes longer to the response in the
basin to die out than to grow up to its maximal amplitude.
This is better shown in Figure 5.3 where we represent the
envelope of the response of the basin and of the incident
wave in a reference frame with dimensionless time axis.
Our results are consistent with the results presented
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Figure 5.2 One square basin - Response to a unit amplitude wave packet.
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Figure 5.3 One square basin - Envelopeof the response.
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by Carrier and Shaw (1969)(1). We have used an incident
wave with a quite longer input time so that the oscillations
in the basin take place quite longer.
2.) Coupled basins.
All the results that we present are oscillatory. The
response in both basins have the same basic frequency as the
incident wave. For clarity we have only plotted the maximum
and the minimum of the responses. Thus only the envelopes
of the responses appear on the different figures. The time-
T
axis is in non dimensional time t/ - .2
All the responses for negative time increase similarly
to e X , sometimes some modulations appears too. In
general this increase occurs at the same time as the
incident wave amplitude while approaching the harbor. After
this starting phase, for positive time the influence of the
poles at resonance is obvious. Due to the small imaginary
part k0 , the harbor oscillations decay more slowly than
the incident wave.
We have run a case with a non resonant frequency. The
result proved that the responses in the basins were of the
same shape as the incident wave but with very small amplitudes.
It suffices to say that the numerical results, which are not
plotted here, were in agreement with our analytical
predictions.
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We will now present the cases of coupled basins.
Coupled basins - Helmoltz and non Helmoltz modes.
In Figure 5.4 the incident wave comes in with the
wave number kj 0.353 103 which is the lowest Helmoltz
resonant wave number and correspond to a period To = 1270 sec
T 0~ 21 mn. One can see how the responses are amplified in
a ratio of order 5. The maximum amplitudes of the envelope
of the oscillations occur simultaneously, when the incident
wave has already die out.
One can also notice that the amplitude are larger in
the inner basin than in the outer; the amplitude in both
basins in unison, as stated in chapter 2.
In Figure 5.5 the incident wave comes in with the
wave number k + = 1.00 10-3 , which is the higher Helmoltz
resonant wave number and corresponds to a period
T = 448.6 sec ~ 7.5 mn . The solution is computed at the
point 1 in both basins.
The amplification factor is smaller for this mode
than for the previous. This ispredicted by the analytical
theory in chapter 2. The displacements in the two basins are
out of phase which was stated in chapter 2.
The only difference with the results of chapter 2
is that the amplitude of the displacement in the outer basin
is smaller than in the inner. The theory predicts the reverse
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situation. Point 1 in the outer basin may suggest how energy
is transmitted from one basin to an other. But this point
is too close to the junction so that the far field approxi-
mation is not accurate enough to explain what is happening
at the basins junction. We decide to compute the solutions
at two other points which are more representative of the
problem. In Figure 5.6 we give the solution at points 3 in
both basins. We see that the amplitudes of the oscillations
are larger in the outer basin, as stated in chapter 2, and
that the oscillations are out of phase.
In Figure 5.7 the incident wave comes in with the
wave number k0 = 3.289 lo-3 , which corresponds to a period
To = 136.2 sec _ 2.27 mn . The solutions are computed at
the points 2 in both basins. The maximal response in both
basin is almost twice the maximal amplitude of the incident
wave.
The interesting phenomenon to observe is the energy
exchange between the two coupled basins. We can see that
the envelope of the response is modulated by an oscillating
function. These envelopes oscillations are out of phase, so
that all the energy is trapped in one basin and then leaks
out in the other and this process is periodic. The amplitudes
of the different humps of the envelopes are decaying to zero,
when time increases.
In Figure 5.8, the incident wave is the same as for
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the case described in Figure 5.7, but in this figure we
compare the solutions at points 1 and 2 in the outer basin.
Both envelopes are oscillating almost out of phase, and their
maxima decay when time increases. From this graph it
appears that within a basin the trapped energy moves cyclicly
from the center line to the sides and back.
From Figures (5.7) and (5.8) we deduce that there is
an exchange of energy between the two basins and between
different points within each basin.
In Figure 5.9 the incident wave is the same as in
the Figure 5.8. We compare point 1 and 1 in both basins.
The geometry is somewhat changed; the entrance width of the
harbor with the ocean J , is increased, so that a1 = 3a2
b -2
and a2  is unchanged a2 = 10 . In this case we can
draw for point 1 in the outer basin the same conclusion as
for point 1 in the outer basin of figure 5.8: the envelopes
are modulated by an oscillating function. We can also
notice that the amplitudes are larger and the periods of the
envelopes oscillations are slightly longer.
In Figure 5.10, instead of widening the entrance width,
we have widened the inter basin junction width. We see that
the shape of the envelope is completely different than in
Figures (5.8) and (5.9), there are no more oscillations of
the envelopes. The envelopes of the responses in both basins
are almost the same and are similar to the envelope obtained
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Figure 5.10 Coupled basins - First non Helmoltz mode
in the case of a harbor with one basin. The only difference
is that the damping time and the amplitude are larger. Due
to the strong coupling between the two basins, the harbor
seems to behave like a harbor with one basin. At the end
of Chapter 2, we have also seen that widening J' has the
effect of equalizing the peak response in both basins.
In Figure 5.11 the wave number of the incident wave
is the mean of the two first non Helmoltz mode. We compute
the solutions at point 2 and 2 in both basins. In Chapter 4,
we have predicted that the solution in this case would
present an envelope which is periodically modulated. The
numerical computations prove it. This figure is the best
we have to illustrate how energy is exchanged from one basin
to the other and vice versa, and how the oscillations are
slowly damped out.
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Chapter 6
6. CONCLUSIONS
The objectives of this thesis were to get a better
understanding of the transient responses in harbors. In
order to accomplish this, we have considered the response
as a Fourier integral of simpler responses to monochromatic
incident wave.
We have first studied a simple simulation of the
problem. A system of two masses and springs is attacked
through a piston by an incident wave packet from the sea.
It appears from the computations that the shape of the
envelope of the incident wave, before the arrival of the peak
of the wave packet. After the arrival of the peak, if
O/ l/2 < 1 , ratio of the time in which the input becomes
appreciable (l/A1/2 ) to the time needed to bring the
oscillations nearby up to equilibrium amplitude (1/) , is
larger than 1, the amplitudes decay with the damping time
(1/) . If O/k/2 < 1 , the amplitudes decay as the
incident wave. When the two oscillators are identical, at
resonance the envelopes of the responses are modulated by a
sinusoidal functions. When coupling between the two masses
is weak the envelopes are out of phase. When coupling is
strong, the envelopes are in phase both masses are excited
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simultaneously.
In the more complicated case of two coupled basins,
we use the same approach and consider a flat wave packet,
whose wave number spectrum is sharply peaked. This allows
us, by using the method of steepest descent and the Laplace's
method of approximation, to estimate the integrals involved.
From our computations we deduce that in general the response
is similar in shape to the incident wave. But if we resonate
a natural mode, the corresponding residues become predom-
inant after the arrival of the peak, and the response is
different. The amplitudes of the oscillations are larger
and decay more slowly with the damping rate associated to the
natural mode. In the case where the two basins are equal,
and the incident wave frequency is close to wmn , the
natural frequency of the corresponding closed basins, the
predominant terms in the solutions are the residues associated
with the corresponding pair of poles. Then oscillations of
the envelopes can be expected, their difference in phase
depending on the position where the solution is computed.
An interesting point, which may warrant further study
would be to see what is happening when the poles at resonance
start to be excited.
In the numerical computations, we have verified the
analytical conclusions. For the Helmoltz modes the ampli-
fication of the oscillations are very large. They are larger
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in the inner basin for the lower mode and the oscillations
in both basins are in phase. They are larger in the outer
basin for the higher mode and the oscillations in both basins
are out of phase. For the first non Helmoltz mode, the
envelopes of the responses oscillate; the difference in phase
of the oscillations depends on the position of the points,
where the solution is computed within each basin. From the
different cases that we have studied, it appears that energy
is exchanged from one basin to another, and that within one
basin, energy moves in an oscillating way from the center line
to the sides and back. We have also seen that by increasing
the width of the inter-basin junction, the oscillations of
the envelopes disappears. Due to the stronger coupling,
the harbor behaves like one basin.
The most revealing case of energy exchange between
the two basins is when the incident wave frequency is the
mean of the two first non Helmoltz mode, the modulations of
the oscillations in the two basins are roughly out of phase.
Some other cases should be studied; changes in the
width of the incident wave packet, changes in geometry, should
be done. One could also try to see in more details what is
the energy distribution within one basin.
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APPENDIX A
Evaluate the following integral
(A.1) I= +00 _2NdC_.
-0 C+iy
Let C + iy = Z . This corresponds to a shift of the inte-
gration path as described in Figure A.1 and A.2 . The
integral I becomes
(A.2) I = w+o+iy e- (Z -iY) 2/4N dZ
-co+iy Z
where use of Cauchy's integration theorem is made. In
terms of the new integration path I can be written:
'A
e-(Z- Y) 2/4N dZ = r
z dZ = j B'B(e)
The integral on the half circle B'B(e) can be evaluated by
making the change of variable Z = ee j and then take the
limit when e goes to zero.
r(A. 4) jB'B = lim 
F
e-40 B'B(e)
e- (Z2 - wiZ - y2 )/4N
Z Z=eejo 
dZ
Sey 
2 /4N e0
-T sgn (y)
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(A.3) +j 0 BA
ide
(A -5) B = -sgn(y)r i e y2/4N
BIB
where sgn(y) is the sign function. The sum of the limits
when e goes to zero of the two other integrals can be
written:
(A.6) AA
(A.7) A'A
- lim
C -40 A'B? BA
2 /4N dZ -Z 2 /4N +iyZ/2N
_ e(y2 /4N)
Let us evaluate J
= Y dZ -Z 2 /4N+i yZ/2NJ -- e
We can notice that:
J(y) = d dy
0 =e 
/
J (0) = ZT 4 ' = 0
the integrand being
be found explicitly
d J
an odd function. The function can
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(A.8)
since
(A.9)
iZ dZ (-Z2 /4N + iyZ/2N)
Jf- I ~T~
+00
dZ e (-Z 2 /4N + iy Z/2N)
dZ e- (Z- i) 2/4N
i
2I
-y 2/4N e (rN)1/2
= i 1/2 -Y
2/4N
.10) we find J
J = (7)1/2 Y
O
dy e-y /4N
j = 7 i( )1/2 2N
1 /2
J = 2iN/Terf( 2
And finally the expression of
I = irey 
2 /4N [-sgn(y) + erf( )]
large.
14-0
dJ
~dy Y
dJ(A.10)
From (B
(A.11)
Let -T
/2N1/2
(B.12)
Y
0
-T2
d T e
I is
(B.13)
for I I
i -y 2 /4N [
= y /2N 1/2
Figure A.1
W>o
Im z
original Path of integration
pole
New path Re Z
Figure A.2
Im z
/ poleNew path ReZ
11J Original path
.. k ..... sw
E T B
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Appendix B
Listing of the program.
Definition of Variables
NES = Integration test
0 yes ; 1 no
NBASIN number of basin
IE = 1 Print the integrand
0 Do not
NMAX = number of terms in the series G
LMAX = number of steps in k
IMAX = number of points where we compute the
solution
CWKO = k 0b where k is the incident wave
number
NLAM : X = (1/T0 X NLAM)2 The incident wave
amplitude decays by e~ in NLAM periods
TO : initial time
TMAX : maximal time
Once the geometry is given, it suffices to fix CWKO and
NLAM , which define the incident wave. The program is then
conceived in such a way that it computes the optimal Ak
and 6t .
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DIM ENSION XE (3) , Yb (3) , X L (3) ,Y BI (3) , ECU1 (66,3) , FOUi2 (66, 3)
1,FFOUR1 I(66,3),IFOUE2I (66, )FTI-31( 3),vFTOE2(3),FTlOE 11(3),fFTOB2I1(3),
2RB (3) ,F BI (3) , WKT (66)
COMMON/GEO/B, BI, FL ,PLI
COMMON/TES2/ EPSI
COMMON/NUM/ PI,PI2,CC
COMMON/INW/NlAMCWKC
C NUMER. AND GEOF. INITIAL
NES=1
NBA SIN= 1
NBASIN=2
IE=1
I E=O
NMAX=31
IMAX=3
LMAX=66
C TAKE LMIN AND IEAX2 EVEN
LMAX2=LMAX-2
LMIN=4
LMAXT=(LMAX2-LMIN)/2
LAIN 1=LMIN- 1
LMAXU=LMAX2+1
READ(5,1000) XE(I)
READ(5,100) (Y
RE AD (5,10 C) ( XEI(I
FEAD(5,1000) ( iTI(1
1000 FORMAT( 3F6.1
RL=1000.
B=1000.
RLI=1000.
BI1 000.
GR=9. 81
H=20.
CO=SQFT (G R*h)
GAMAL=0. 572157
IZATIICN
, 1= 1, I
,I=1,I
) ,I=1,
) ,I=1,
MAX)
MAX)
IMAX)
IMAX)
PI=3.141592654
PI2=PI*PI
EPS.I= 1 .- 2
JUNCTION I ,B AND
xs1=0.
YS1=B/2.
A 1=B* (I. E-2) /2
JUNCTION I' ,E AND
XS2=0.
YS2=B/2.
XS21=RL-XS2
YS21=B-YS2
XS11=0.
YS1 1=BI/2.
A2=A 1
OCEAN
Bi INTEFICE
ALFLG=LOG(ALPHA) IN I AND
ALFLG=ALCG (4.*/1I/A1/
RJUNC=ALO; (B* I/PI2/A2
FJLNC=Il'
A1/SIN(iPI*YS 1/B)) -GAMAL
/A2/.jTAN(PIK YS 11/ EI)/SIN (P I*YS.-2/B-)))/PI
AA1=2*A1
AA2=2*A2
PRINT 6000
6000 FORMAT(1X,
1lF10.4,2X,'
2/,' L
PRINT
50OC FORMIAT
PRIN T
5100 FORMAT
PRINI
5200 FOR hAT
PRI NT
=' ,F1
500
(lx,'
5100 ,
(1X, '
5200
(1X,'
5300,1
5300 FORMAT(1X,'
'CUTERi BASIN DIMENSIONS
ENTRAN2E iILIh =',F1=.4
0. 4,2X, I B =',10.4,2X,'
CUTEP BASIN ECINT
(I, X B (I) , Y B (1) ,1=1
I = 1 , 1 2 , 3 X1 XB
INNER BASIN
(I, XbI (I) , Y E I
I =', 1 2,3X,
ECINT
' XBI
',/,' L =IF1C.4,2X,' B =',
,//,' INNER BASIN DIMENSIONS
JUNCTION
NUMBERING
,IA X)
=',F 6. 1,2X,
NUABEBI NG
1,I M A X)
=',F6.1,2x
'YB =',F6.1)
')
,'YBI =',Fo.1)
WIDTH =',F10).4,/)
C
C WAVE NUMBE R - INITIALLZATIC
CWKO=3.289
CWKO=3.269
CWKO=3.4485
DWK1=CWKC' ( 1. ET-5 )-35.
DWK2=CWKC*4( 1. E-5 )
DWK=DWK1
WKI=0.
DO 1 L=1,LAX
WKT(L)=0'.
DO 1 I1,IliAX
FOUR 11 (LI)=0.
FOUR1 (L,I)=0.
FOUR2I (LI)=0.
FOUR2 (LI)=C.
1 CONTINUE
U, NLAM=5
PRINT 3000,CWKO,NLAM
30C FORMAT(1X,'INCOING WAVE '' H
1 kAVE NUMBER K*B =',F4.2j2X,; AMPLIULE DECAYS BY EXP(-l) IN'
2,12,' PERICES ')
C
C TIME VARIABLE - INITILALIZATICb
DT=PI*E/CC/CWKC
TO=-20*CT
TIAX=6G*1T
TGOON=0.
TO=TC+TGCON
C
C TEST ON INTEGRATICN
IF(NES. NE. C) GCTC 150
I M AX= 1
DWK=DWK 1
DO 151 I=1,I iaX
WK=-EwK
DO 151 L=1,LMAX
IF (L. IT .LMi ) G CT 152
DWK=DWK2
I;F (L. GE. LM4AX2) f WK= EW F1
152 CONTINUE
WK=WK+DWK
WKT (L) =WK
CALL INCOW(EVFIWiWK)
151 FOUR1 (L,I) =EVFIW
PRINT 41C0,((FCUI1 (L,I),L=1,LMAX),I=1,IMAX)
GOTO 7
150 CONTINUE'
CCMPUTE SUM OF FICT =.INC
SIN (KT))
.* AVE (K) * ( (,REAL
CCP ON WK (WAVE NUF;BER) ;WE CCMPUIE
ND FOUR2, I=F.TINC. WAV+ IMACZETB,B'
DWK=DW K 1
WK=0.
DO 16 L=2,LMAX
IF(L.LT.iMIN) GCTC 33
DWK=DWK2
IF(L.GE.LMAX2) DK=DWK1
33 CONTINUE
WK=WK+DWK
WKT(L) =WK
FOUR1,1=
ZrETAP, B3') 'CU'S (K T) ) t (IjAG ZETAB, E') '*
F .INC. 'AVE*RLAL Z FTAB,B'
SUBR.'INCOW' G.IVES liHi EVFN FT 'EVFIW' OF THE FOURIIT IRANSFEM CF THE
I1CCMING UAVF
CALL INCCW(EVilW,WK)
F11=0.
F22=0.
F 11=0.
G12=0.
w=0.
FTB1 1=0.
FTB1 =0.
FTB2 =0.
FT=.
LK1=0
LK2=0
CG1=0.
CG2=0.
CGis=1.
CG2S=1.
NB=1
CALL GREEN (F11,XS1,YS1,XS1,YS1,B,RLIKFTNMAX
1 E2,CG 1 ,CG2,CG 1S, CG2S)
IF(NbASIN.EQ.1) GCTC2
IF(LK1. NE.C) GOTO 101
CALL GREEN(F22,XS2,YS2,XS2,YS2,BL,WK,FTNMAX
1E2,CG1,CG2,CG1S,CG2S)
1C1 CONTINUE
NB=2
CALL GRiEEN(FI11,XS11,Y11,XS1 1,YS11,BI,F
1LK1,LK2,E1,E2,CG1,CG2,CG16,CG2S)
IF((LK1.NE.C).O .( LK2.NI.0)) GOTO 102
W=FI 11 +F22-RJUNC
CALL FTILD(XS21,YS21,XS1,YS1 ,E,FT)
CALL GREEN (G12,AS21,YS21,XS1,YS1,B,R!,WK
1LK1,LK-2,E1,E2,CG1,CG2,CG13,CG2S)
GOTO 3
2 CONTINUE
W= 1.
G12=0.
GB2=0.
IF (LK1I. NE.) COTO 11
3 CONTINUE
REDEN=F11-G12*G12/W4 (AICC(K)-ALFLG)/II
,NB,LK1,LK2, E1,
, NBLK 1 , LK2, E 1,
LIrWK,FT, iiNA X,
, Fl, NM AX,
NB,
NB,
C LCOP WH.ERE WE CCMPFUTE_ THE G-IEEN' S EUNCTION C=GB (X, Y,K) AN11D GFI =GB' I(X'0, Y ',K)
C ,AND, FOURK1,T, FCUR2,I
DO 10 I=1,IM'AX
CALL FTILD(XE(I),Y(I),XS1,,S1,B,FI31)
CALL GREEN (GB1, XB (I) ,Y E () ,XS1, YS31, R1 , , FTB1, NMAX ,
1LK1,LK2,sE1 ,E2,CG1,CG2,CC1E,CG2S)
IF(NBASIN.EQ.1) GCTC4
X2=RL-XB(I)
Y2=B-YB (I)
CALL FTILD (X2,Y2,X2,YS2,LFT2)
CALL GREEN (G2,X2,Y2XS2,YS2,BRLWKFIE2,NMAX, NB,
1LK1,LK2,E1,E2,CG1,CG2,CG1SCG2S)
4 CONTINUE
GB=2. *GB 1- 2.*-G1 2*GB2/A
GB1=0.
GB2=0.
I F(REDiN.Gk.1.E+35) G01O 21
FOUR1(LI)=EVEIW*GE*ELLEN/(.25+EDENHELIEN)
FOUR 2(LrI) = IVFI W GB*(.5)/(25+R EDENJR EDE IN)
GOTO 22
c 21 FOUR1 (L,1)=EVFIW*GB/REAtb
FOUR2 (L,I)=EVFIWGE * 1.5)/E2LEN/REEEN
PRINT 8002 ,FCUF1(LI),FCUi2(LI)
80C2 FOFAT (1X, ' REfDLN GE 1.-+35 ; FOUR1 =C,2.10,2X,' FO
1,E20. 10)
22 GB=0.
IF(NBASIN.i(C.1) G0T05
CALL FTILD(XI(I)),YblI(I),XS11,YS1
CALL GREEN(GE11,Xb(I),YEI(I),XS1
1LK1,LK2,E1,E2,CG1,CG2,CG1 E,CG2S)
GUI=2.*GB1 1*G12/W
GB1 1=0.
IF(REDEN.GE.1.E+35) GO 23
FOUL-1(L,)=VFTWCGEI*EEEEN/(.25+
FOCUR21 (L,,)=EVFIW-G6L.'* (. ) (25+R
GOTO 24
23 FOUR11(L,I)= ViiW*GBI/iELlE
1, -B ,F'iE11)
YS11,B ,RL , WK, FTB 11 NMAX, NB,
REDE N*E iEEE N)
F EEN -EEDEL-N )
N B,
uR2 ='
FOUr21(L,I)=IVFi+G El* (.5)/REDEN/REDEN
24 GBI=C.
5 CONTINUE
10 CONTINUE
GOTO 15
11 DO 14 I=1,IMAX
FOUR1 (L,I)=EVFIW*2.
FO)UR2(L,I ) =0.
14 CONTINUF
GOTO 15
1C2 CONTINUE
IF(LK1.EQ.C) GOTO 10b
AG12 W=CCS(LK1-1)-PI*Y1E ) *CS((LK1-1)*PI*YS21/b)
BG 12 W=CS((CG 1 S-1. )*I-R L) + I 2CCS((CG 2 S- 1.)RL) E2*B,*R
1 El/BI/RLI/(CG2+1.)
G12W=AG12W/EG12W
G12WT=ABS ( 1.-G12W)
DO 105 I=1,1MAX
X2=RL-XB(I)
IF(G%312WTf.Gl.1.E-20") GOT0C 103
FOUR1 (L,I)=2.*EVMlW
FOUR11 (L,I) =0.
GOTO 104
103 FOUR1(L,1)=2.*EVElW* (CCS((CG1 -1. (X B(1)-FL)) G12W*C
1 * (X2-RL)) )/(1.-G12k*CCS ((IK1-1)PIYS1/E3 ) *COS((LK1-
2 YS21/B ))
FO 1.(L, )=2.*E VF I W *G12 1 *C-0S((CG2S-1.) (X 3 (I)-LI))
1 (CG1+1.)/CCS((CG1S-1.)* (XB(I)-RL))/ 2/ (CG2+1.)/ BI/ L
104 FOUP2(L,I)=C.
FO U R2.i-(LI)=
1C5 CONTINUE
106 CONTINUE
REDEN=F11+ (ALCG(we)-AL LG)/PI
DO 107 I=1,,itRAX
CALL FTILD(XB(I),YB(I),XS1,YS1,B,FTB1)
CALL GkEE(GEXEIYE (1),jXS1,YS1.,, '1,aKFTB1,aMAX,
L*(CG1+1.)/
OS ((CG 13-1.)
1)B PI*
*E1*E *RL*
I
N B,
1LK1,LK2, E1 2,CG1, CG2,CG 1S ,CG23)
FOUR 1 (L, I)=EVFIW* 2 .GL 1*REDEN/(.25+ RED E NsREDEN)
FOUn2(LI)=IVEIW*2.*GE1* (.5) /(.25+REEN*BEDEN)
FOUR1 I (L,I) =EVF! 2.*REDL E.N/ (. 25+REDEN'REDEN)
FOUR2I (L, I) =EVFLW/ (.25 FEENFEN)
107 CONTINUE
15 CONTINUE
16 CONTINUE
IF(IE.NE0.) GCTC 7
PRINT 4000
4000 FORMAT(1X,'FCUF1 ')
PRINT 4100,((FCU I
PRINT 4200
42C0 FORM AT(1X,'ICUP2 '
PRINT 4100,((FOnj,2
PRINI 43C
43C0 FORMATI(1X,'fCUR1I '
PRINT 4100, ((FOUii1I
PRINT 44C0
04400 FORMAT(1X,'CU2I '
PRINT 4100, ((FOU22I
U100 FORMAT(1X,E20.10)
7 CONIVTINUI
(L,I),L=1,LMAX),I=1,IMAX)
(i),r1=1,1MAX),p1=l1FAX)
(L, ), 1=1,IMAX),i= 1,fIMAX)
LCOP ON Ti1,:,
(XB, YB) (I) ,
T=TO-DT
6 T=I+LT
WE COMFUIE THE
(XEI,YpI9 ) (I)
FESPCNSES: RB, REi IN BOTH BASINS AT THE POINTS
WHEN WK =0. FTCIB IN THE CUEb BASIN AND FTCTE1 IN THE INNER BASIN ARE EQUAL
TC ZERO; I.E RE (I)=0. ANL FEI(I)=0.
DO 20 1=1,IMAX
fB(1) =0.
FBI (I) =0.
DO 201 L=1,IMIN1
RB (I) =hB (I) + (FOUE1 (L,I) *CCS (WK~I(L)*~C*T) +FOUF2 (L,I)*
(LI),1=1,L-MAX),I=1,IMAX)
1S IN (WKT (L) *CCxT) ) :DW I'1
201 RBI (I)=RBI (I) +(FCUJP1I(
1SIN (WNT (L) *CC-xT) ) *WK 1
RB (I)=PB (1)+(FOUEl (
1SIN(Wt T(LfMlt)-CC*,T))-4-(
RBI(It) =BI (I)+(FOUR1I(
1SIN(WKT(LMNIIN)AC0T))*(
FTOB1(I)=0.
FTOB2 (I) =0.
FTOB11(I)=0.
LII b,I)
EWK 1/2.
1MINI)
EWK1/2.
*COS
*CO3
-DWK
(WKT(LN)
2/ 3.)
( lqK T (L.iIN)
.2/3.)
*CO*) +FOUR2 (L-I NI)*
*COT) +FCUR21(LM1IN,I)
FTOB2
DO 20
LL=2*
FTOB 1
1FOUR2
FTOFL2
1FOUR2
FTOB1
1FOUR2
FTOb2
1 POUR2
2C2 CONTI
RB ( I
RbI (I;
RB (I
I (I)=C.
2 LK=1,LMAXT
(LK-1) +LMIN
(1)=FTICbl (I)+(FCUF1 (LL ,I)
(LL ,I)*SIN (Im 1L )*C0*T-))
(I)= E 2ICB (1) + (FCUE1 1 (LL+ 1,I)
(LL+1,I) *SIN (WKIT. + 1) ACO *T)
I (1) =F'70E11l (1) + (FCUE 11 (LIL. I)
1 (LL , I) *SIN(W K'l(LLI ) *CC*T))
I (I)=FTfCB21 (I)+ (FCUE 11(LL 1)
I (LL+ 1,1) *SIN (WKT (LL*1) *CO*T))
NUE
)=RB (I) +DWK2'-4 (2. *FICE1 (I)+4.
=R BI (I) +DWK2*' (2. *ICE1 I (I) +4.
)=RB (I)+(DWK1/2.+DWK2/3.)*((FO
*COS (WKT (LL ) *CO*T) +
-CCS ( WKT (LL+1) -CO*T)+
4CCS (WKT (LL ) 'CO *-) +
*SCOS (WKT(LL+1)*CO*T)+
*FTC E2 (I) )/3.
*F 0 2i (I) ) /3.
URE1 (LIMAX 2, I )
1COS(WKTI(L MAX2) wCG*T) +FCUb2 (LMAX2,I) *SIN (WKT(LhAX2) *CO*T) )
iRB I(I) =R BI(I) + (EWK1/2.+DEWY2/ 3.) (FOUFP 11 (L'mAX2,1)*
1COS (WKT (LMAX2) *CO-T) +FOU2ii1, (LMAX2 ,I) SIN (WKT (LMAX 2) CC*T) )
DO 203 M=LFAXU,LMAX
RB (I)=RB (I) *(FOURI1(M,I) *CCS(WKT (M) *CC*T) +FOUR2(MiI)
1SIN (WKT(M)*CCvT))ADWK1
2C3 IRBI (I) =RBI() (C 1 (,I CO (K () C * ) F U 2 (, *
1SIN (WKT (M)* -CC*T) ) ,DWK1
2C CONTINUE
TMIN=T/6 .
PRINT 1100 ,TMIN
il)*5COS(WK (1)*%CC-T) +FCURF2T(LI)T
1103 FORMAT(1X,'RISPONSES IN LCTH UASIN3 AT TIIME T ',F10. 4, 'MINUTES
l'/ ,3 ,OUE BA I ',,f 'P9CINT NUMEEf',2X,
2'FREE SUEFACE DISPLACItiaL ')
PRINT 12CC( I,RB(I) ,1,IMAX)
12C) FORMAT(6X,'I =',12,16X,'XF =',2.10)
PRINT 13C0
13CC FORMAT(/,3XINNErA EASIN',/,3X,'PGINT NUMEER',2X,
1'FRE SUFFACE DISPLACEVENT I)
PRINT 12C, (I,RBI (i) ,I=1,MAX)
IF(T.LE. T MAX) GCT06
STOP
END
Ul
C SUBR. FTILD GIVES ThF LOG TIEFE' FT IN
SUBEOUTINE F)
COMMON/NUM/FI,PI2, CO
COPIPLEX ZZSZB,CHPLX,CEXE
IF((X.EQ.XS) .AND.(Y.EQ.YS)) GOTC
XR=(-1.)*~X*Fl/B
Y1=(-1.)*(Y-YS)*PI'/D
ZS=CMPLX (XF,Y1)
ZB=CMPLX (XD,Y2)
Z=(1.-CEXP (ZS))*(1.-CXF(Z 8))
U=CABS (Z)
FT=2. *ALOG (U)/PI
RETURN
1 CONTINUE
FT=C.
RETURN
END
G (X,Y,IB)
1
SUBRCOTINE GFiEiN (G, XY ,X~,YSL,E FL, WK -IET, L1AX, NB, LK1 I LK2,2Z1lFr2,r
1 CG1,CG2,Ct1SpCG2S)
CO MM ON/ NTJM/FI7,PC
CCMMGN/TFESl~/ EPSI
FR=O.
E1l.
DO 10 NN1,t4MhX
N=N N-I
W K N2 = KlW K -NN tV£ 2 / /B
WKN2A=A3S (W'KN2)
Y-NYN=COS (N4FIvY/b) 'S (N*E 1YSQ/B)
FPN=EX P ((-.) N*,1* X/B) /PI /N,
GOTO 12
11 EPN=O.
YNYNl.1
12 C 'lN TI N Ull
IF(WKN2A.LF.1.E-40-l) G~aC3
-~IF(WKN2.LT.C.' GOTO 1
WKN=SQfRT(4Ft~2)
SIW=ABS (SIN ( KN+!EL)
IF(SlW.LE. 1.F--20) GCTC 7
FlRNE *YNYN* (LPN +C S (WKN* 4X-RL) )/WKN/B/SIN (WKN4'RL))
GOTO 2
1 WKN=SQhT ( (-l.)' WIKN2)
FRN=E *'YNYNI : (AYPN~-CCGSl (veKN* {X-!kL)) /W.K4/B/SINHi (WKN~t L))
2 CONTINUE
FR=F R+ FR N
Fm=2.
10 CONTINUE~
G=FRF~T
IF (FRN . W1. EPSI) GdjIC- 2 C
H TUP N
2 0 PRINT 20eCQ
2CGFiiiT(x ICAS NMAY R GaE-IEiF' IHAN LPSI')
PRINT 2100
21C0 FORMAT (1X, 'EFN,FP,X
PRINT 2200 ,FN,FR,
2200 FORMAT(1X,F1C.4,5X,
STOP
3 IF(NB.EQ.2) GCTC 4
5 LK1=NN
E1=E
FR=O.
FRN=0.
PRINT 80C1,IK1,WK, W
8001 FORMAT(1X,' IN SUU.
1/,' WKN2 =,2C.10
RETURN
4 IF(LK1.EQ.C) GO10 6
LK2=1
E2=E
RFTURN
6 LK2=NN
E2=E
FR=0'.
FRN=O.
RETURN
7 IF(NB.EQ.2) GCTO 8
CGl= WKN-1.
CG1S=WKN+1.
GOTO 5
8 CG2 =WKN-1.
CG2S=WKN+1.
GOTO 4
END
,Y, XS, YS, B3,iL, WK, FT )
X, Y,XS,YSERL,WK,FT
F10 .4,/, 6( F1C. 4,2X) ,/, 2(F10.4,2-X))
KN2,S.i1
GREEN , LK1 =',I2,3,' WK =',E20.
,2X,' LIW =',E20.1C)
in,
C PCURIIJR TRANSFCEM1 OF lfii E INCCeUNG i4AV--
SUBROUTINE INCOW (Z-VFl ,JNF)
C0M.M0N/N UM/FI ,, jCC
CONMMN/INW/NLAM, CW.K
REAL LANLDA
EXL=-180 .2 18
C02=C0*CC
W O=C4tKC/B
LAMbDA=CC2* K(*WF12AHJM//NIA/4.
W K1=WK-WKC
WK2=K+WKC
TF(U.LE.-EXI) GGq.'Cl
£IJLXP (U)
GO TO3
1 FU=0 .
~> 3 IF(V.LE.EXL) GOTC2
EV=EXP(Si)
GO TO '4
2 EV=O.
4~ CONTINUE
EVFIW=AMP*LC *(EU+FEV)/2./-'rTQfA(PI*-LAMBDA)
RETURN
EN D
